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Special Kays Competitive Dance Team
Wins Top Awards to Kick Off Season

petite duo/trio category (8-9 years
pecial Kays—a non-profit, naold), Chase Jansen (Millstone Twp.)
tionally recognized competand Kendall Deal (Monroe Twp.),
itive dance team of the New
were awarded a platinum, as well as
Jersey Center of Dance (NJCOD)
first place overall.
& Performing Arts—received nuIn the junior solo category (10merous high-level awards at its first
12 years old), Allison Hoeni (East
two competitions of the season. The
Brunswick), received first place
team competed at the Groove Reoverall and an opening number ingional Dance Competition (Millvitation at Groove Nationals.
stone Twp.) on March 14-16 and
Sophia Abene (Monroe Twp.)
VIP Regional Dance Competition
and Amanda Capasso (Jackson) re(East Brunswick) on March 21-23.
ceived a platinum in the teen duo/
At Groove, the team received 4 plattrio category (13-15 years old).
inum (highest level) and 9 first place
In the senior solo category (16overall awards for its solo, duo/trio
19 years old), Jasmine Jerman (East
and group dance numbers. At VIP,
Brunswick) received a platinum,
Special Kays received 29 platinum
In the petite duo/trio category (8-9 years old), Chase
Jansen (Millstone Twp.) and Kendall Deal (Monroe Twp.)
full convention scholarship, openand 11 judges choice awards.
were awarded a platinum, as well as first place overall.
ing number invitation at Groove
At Groove, three Special Kays
Nationals and a “Beautiful Mover” special judges award.
dancers received the highest scores in the petite solo cateThe team also won 6 first place overall and 1 platinum
gory (8-9 years old). Kendall Deal (Monroe Twp.) received
award for its group numbers at Groove.
first place overall, Nicole Rubino(Millstone Twp.) received
At VIP, Bella DePompo (Allentown, NJ) received a
second place overall and Bella DePompo (Allentown, NJ) replatinum award in the mini solo category (7-9 years old),
ceived third place overall for their solo performances. In the
continued on page 16

See our ad on the inside back cover!

Is It Time To Change Your Inground Pool Liner?
WE CAN HELP!
Before

During

After

We Make Inground Pool Liner Replacement Easy!
L A M I N AT E

HARDWOOD

300 OFF

$

Any Inground Liner Replacement
Some exclusions apply. See store for complete details. Expires 5/30/2014

VINYL/TILE

CARPET

To Learn More Contact Us!

609.259.8330

www.seasonalworld.com/liner

NJ HIC LIC #13VH00772700 | PA HIC LIC #PA077494
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PATIO FURNITURE
SALE GOING ON NOW

Turbo Shock

Steel Wall Vinyl Liner Classic Grecian 17’ x 33’
Exclusions and restrictions apply. Please contact a Seasonal World
representative for complete offer details. Offer expires May 30, 2014

Buy 1 Get 1 At Half Price
With this Ad Only – Offer Expires 5/30/2014
IMPORTANT NOTICE: Buy one get one at half price applies to purchases of Turbo
Shock only. Meaning one will be purchased at regular price and the second can
be purchased for 50% OFF the regular price.

To Learn More About Inground Pools Call 609.259.8330
www.seasonalworld.com

Located next to Six Flags Great Adventure • 532 Monmouth Road Clarksburg, NJ 08510
NJ HIC LIC #13VH00772700 • PA HIC LIC #PA077494
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Find us on
Facebook!

Connect with
Cami!

Amazing designer labels at prices that keep you coming back!

We offer a wide selection of new and gently pre-owned designer handbags, shoes, accessories and apparel from top name fashion
designers. Our ever changing inventory features premier fashion designs from Louis Vuitton, Chanel, Gucci,Valentino, Prada,
Burberry, Tory Burch and such. We are not only a consignment store, we are also a boutique carrying brand new, hand-picked
selection of international and domestic contemporary apparel.

Luxury Labels is always accepting consignments of new and gently pre-owned designer
handbags, shoes, apparel and accessories. Earn top dollar for your designer goods, we
offer a very competitive payout.
LIKE US ON FACEBOOK!
www.facebook.com/LuxuryLabelsNJ

732-617-6757

Summerton Plaza (Same Plaza as Coldwell Banker)  335 Route 9 South  Manalapan, NJ
Info@shopluxurylabels.com
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E l d e r C a r e H e l p a n d A d v i ce

A

You Can’t Take It with You — Dancer Bill
Would Help You Leave More to Your Children

ssemblyman Ron Dancer said recent news reports about residents migrating
out of New Jersey demonstrates the need for swift action on his legislation
that would significantly reduce the inheritance tax burden. The Assemblyman’s bill, A-1281, takes a two-pronged approach to the problem, repealing the
transfer inheritance tax, and amending New Jersey’s estate tax to increase the tax
free threshold.
“New Jersey’s infamous taxes make this one of the most unbearable states to live
in, and the amount of money the government grabs from an estate makes it the most
expensive state in which to die,” said Dancer, R-Ocean, Burlington, Middlesex and
Monmouth. “Residents who have put some significant money away for their heirs
understand that upon death they are forfeiting much of that hard-earned money to
the government, so they are moving to states with less taxing estate practices.”
A report by RegentAtlantic Capital in Morristown demonstrated disturbing levels
of outward migration, as New Jersey taxpayers abandon the state to reduce their cost
of living in states like Florida, North Carolina and Pennsylvania. The report found
that the average income coming into New Jersey is approximately 50 percent less
than the income that is leaving.
“With the number of people we are losing, it is clear we need to make conditions
here more bearable for those who have so much invested in our state. We should
be giving people reason to stay, rather than driving them away. That’s why I feel so
strongly about my legislation to reduce the tax impact on the estates of residents
who pass away,” said Dancer.

Recently, at the Commerce and Industry Association of New Jersey’s Legislative Roundtable, business leaders cited the State’s aggressive estate and inheritance
taxes as major contributors to the frigid environment for business, telling the legislators, “We lose money because of the estate tax. We know it drives capital away.”
The transfer inheritance tax, one of NJ’s oldest taxes, dating back to 1892, is imposed on the transfer of all personal and real property in the estates of New Jersey resident decedents and of all tangible and real property located in New Jersey in
the estates of nonresident decedents. The tax was revised in 1985 to exempt from taxation transfers to spouses, ancestors and descendants of the decedent, but bequests to
brothers and sisters of the decedent or their children, and to non-relatives, are taxed
at rates as high as 16 percent.
Dancer’s legislation would provide tax relief by revising the $675,000 New Jersey estate tax threshold to the federal tax free level,which is currently $5.1 million. New Jersey was cited by Forbes as a place “Where Not to Die in 2012.”
“Few states tax estates, fewer have an inheritance tax, and New Jersey is just one
of two states that has both. We give a whole new meaning to the saying that nothing
is certain but death and taxes, and for those of us who are left standing, it is death
by taxes,” Dancer said. “This is sound economic policy because the death tax can kill
economic growth when applied to small business owners and farmers who may be
forced out of business if they can’t afford it.“People should not have to meet with their
accountants on the same day they meet with a funeral director,” Dancer added. n

It’s All About

“Mom”

Enjoy a Complimentary
Mimosa or Cosmopolitan
with Our Specials This Month
Please visit our website for
more Mother’s Day Specials
and Our May Spring Specials
For the Wild Woman

Two One-hour “Wildflower” Massages –
$179 (total). Add two “Wildflower”
Pedicures and package is $269.00 (total).

Time Together

For Two: side-by-side aroma steams,
facial rejuvenations, half hour
“Wildflower” massage, plus gourmet
lunch and chocolates. $330.00 (total).

“Magic Mike”

Enjoy these services in our private
“Suite Retreat.” Gather your girlfriends
or mothers/daughter and have fun
listening to dance music while enjoying
mimosa or cosmopolitans in side-by-side
jacuzzi’s. “Wildflower” Body Exfoliation
followed by “Wildflower” One-hour
Massage. Enjoy a free hour after services
of dancing and enjoying time with friends/
family and let the true wild woman come
through. $189 per person, includes
champagne and chocolates after
services – minimum 2 people.
(Sorry ladies, Mike is not included.)

Join our online Community
When you join The Millstone Times Online Community
you are automatically entered to win a

Free DininG Certificate!
Join Us to… See all of our previous winners
Get great local coupons
Receive news, deals & local info

Like Us On Facebook: the millstone times
Visit Our Website: www.themillstonetimes.com
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PrudentialNewJersey.com
Make Your Move.

FIND US ON:

MILLSTONE TWP.

$949,900

MILLSTONE TWP.

$839,999

MILLSTONE TWP.

$759,999

MANALAPAN

$599,900

MILLSTONE TWP.

$539,900

TOMS RIVER

$194,500

www.537stagecoachrdmillstone.com
Located across from the Assunpink Horse
Park, this custom home has two master suites,
guest suite over the garage, 5 acres of fenced
paddocks, 10-stall barn w/ water & electric.

www.46SilverCharmRd.com
Open and airy home in Four Seasons. Gourmet
kitchen overlooking family room. Sun room
leads to two tiered deck with steps to tranquil
back yard.

www.4-henry-ct.com
Appeal from the curb to the double entry doors,
architectural moldings, upgrades throughout, mature landscaping, heated inground pool and custom outdoor kitchen. AHS 1 yr. home warranty.

www.19CarrsTavernRd4Sale.com
Completely remodeled home, nestled on 2.2
acres of mature landscape. Private oasis
backyard. Custom molding throughout and full
finished basement.

www.1mountainviewct.com
Beautiful home located in center of desirable
Millstone Twp. Pride of ownership shows
throughout, from the decorative moldings to the
fully finished walkout basement.

www.312SchleyAve.com
Exclusive Style Townhome! Sun filled living
room has two large sliders, which highlight the
main living areas. Newer carpet throughout.
Kitchen features newer hardwood floors.

Coming June 24th to
your neighborhood.
TOMS RIVER

$179,900

www.68RiverDr.com
Updated starter home has large rooms,
basement, fenced yard and sits high on lot.
Neutral décor.

Prudential New Jersey Properties is proud to announce
that soon we will have a new name.
Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices New Jersey Properties.
That’s a good sign for the market and a great sign for you.
Contact your local Prudential New Jersey Properties
Millstone Office for more information

MILLSTONE OFFICE • 732.446.4959 • 222 Millstone Road, Millstone Twp..
© 2014 BRER Affiliates LLC. An independently owned and operated broker member of BRER Affiliates LLC. Prudential, the Prudential logo and the Rock symbol are registered service marks
of Prudential Financial, Inc. and its related entities, registered in many jurisdictions worldwide. Used under license with no other affiliation with Prudential. Equal Housing Opportunity.
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Happy Birthday, New Jersey!
350 Years and Counting
By Susan Heckler

W

e may complain and point out all of her faults, but New Jersey is looking
pretty good for 350 years old. 1664 is the year today’s state began to be
called New Jersey, although in an earlier form.
King Charles II of England awarded the Isle of Jersey to his brother James, the
Duke of York. James granted “from the Connecticut River to the Delaware” to two
loyal noblemen, Sir George Carteret and John Lord Berkeley. The document that
records this transaction is housed at the New Jersey State Archives in Trenton.
It proclaims, “said Tract of Land is hereafter to be called by the name or names of
New Cesarea or New Jersey.” And so New Jersey was born.
A new website www.officialnj350.com is a great reference to find out what
celebrations are planned throughout the state. They state, “Communities, schools,
businesses, organizations and individuals are invited to join in the celebration of
New Jersey as the best place to live, work, visit, vacation, and do business. There
are many ways in which to participate. You can adopt the official anniversary logo
throughout 2014. You can develop new programs and events that highlight New Jersey
and its unique heritage or rebrand existing events related to one or more of the
themes of the 2014 celebration. Highlight the distinct assets found in our own backyards. Help make this 350th anniversary a year-long celebration that explores our
rich heritage and showcases the very best that New Jersey has to offer.”
Our state website says, “In 2014, New Jerseyans have a tremendous opportunity
to celebrate how far we’ve come from this seventeenth-century beginning. To
acknowledge our state’s contributions to the nation and the world, three themes
have been designated to help frame the anniversary:
Innovation: The world has been reshaped again and again by people from and
things created in New Jersey. From Edison’s light bulb, to the Atlantic City boardwalk, to the first intercollegiate football game, to Frank Sinatra and Count Basie,
New Jersey’s innovations and innovators have had an impact around the globe.

Diversity: By virtue of its location and diversity, New Jersey is in many ways
a microcosm of the U.S., with numerous national themes playing out within the
state’s boundaries over the past 350 years.
Liberty: New Jersey played a pivotal role in the American Revolution, witnessing
more significant military action than any other state in the new nation and establishing a tradition of distinguished military service that continues to this day. New
Jersey’s commitment to the cause of liberty was further demonstrated when it
became the first state to ratify the Bill of Rights in 1789.” n

If you are looking to join in the local celebration, check out these events:

May 18
Hear the Hessian Soldiers’ Stories
The Whitall House at Red Bank Battlefield
12-4pm
May 31-June 1
Revolutionary War Encampment at Craig House
Molly Pitcher Program by Stacy Roth
1:30pm at Visitor Center
Walking tour of the battlefield (Hedge Row and Parsonage)
Meet at Visitor Center at 3pm

A celebration that explores our rich heritage and showcases
the very best that New Jersey has to offer.
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Take Your Weekends Back

New Home Renaissance Has Got You Covered
NH

NeW Home

Renaissance Cleaning

Plus Companionship Corp.
We Beat Any Competitiors Price By 20% GuArAnteed
We Are Your Upscale Cleaning Company
Full Home Cleaning • Handyman Services • Companionship Services

20% OFF Any ServiCe
After Consultation

New customers only. Expires 6/15/14.

732.670.9354 • 848.466.2996 • www.newhomerenaissancecleaning.com

www.TheMillstoneTimes.com
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RWJ Hamilton Becomes First Hospital in Capital Region
to Earn National Recognition for Hip, Knee, and Spine Procedures

R

Hospital Establishes Center for Orthopedic & Spine Health

obert Wood Johnson University Hospital Hamilton (RWJ Hamilton) has
earned The Joint Commission’s certification for hip and knee replacement,
and spine surgery—the first and only hospital to receive this distinction in
the region.
The hospital’s intense focus on orthopedic care over the past five years mirrors the
growing prevalence for joint replacement procedures in the United States and has
led it to establish the Center for Orthopedic & Spine Health. The multi-disciplinary
program brings together a highly-trained team of orthopedic specialists, pain management professionals, and physical and occupational therapists.
“Certification from The Joint Commission is evidence of RWJ Hamilton’s longstanding commitment to quality, and establishes the hospital as a destination center
for orthopedic care in the Capital Region,” says Roy Sayles, RN, orthopedic program
coordinator.
The program offers a full range of orthopedic services from minimally invasive
to trauma and other complex procedures. In addition to joint replacement and spine
surgery, the program also treats injuries and conditions affecting the neck, shoulder,
hand and feet.
“The success of all hospital programs is measured on quality patient care and outcomes,” says John DiBiase, MD, a surgeon with Trenton Orthopedic Group and chief
of orthopedic surgery at RWJ Hamilton. “RWJ Hamilton’s orthopedic program performed so well that the Joint Commission provided no recommendations for improve-

ments during its recent
evaluation. That level of
quality is exceptional and
unmatched in the region.
We owe these results to
the outstanding surgeons
and to the highly intelligent and dedicated nursing staff.”
The Joint Commission’s review evaluated
RWJ Hamilton for compliance with standards of
care specific to the needs
of orthopedic patients
and families, including
Paul Goubeaud of East Windsor, center, works with Dr. Ciara Kelliher, left,
infection
prevention, physical therapist, and Jenna Hempelma, RN, orthopedic nurse, as part of
leadership, pain and his post-knee-replacement therapy at Robert Wood Johnson University Hospital Hamilton’s Center for Orthopedic & Spine Health. Photo: Gerald Paguio.
blood management.
“Certification is a voluntary process and I commend RWJ Hamilton for successfully undertaking this challenge to elevate its standard of care,” says Jean Range, M.S.,
continued on page 58

Homeland REALTORS

42 E. Main St., Freehold • (732) 462-2222

It Is Our Honor to Welcome to Our Family of Agents
Gloria Streppone, Realtor-Associate & Barbara Clausen, Realtor-Associate

Selling Homes One Satisfied Customer at a Time!

GLORIA STREPPONE

BARBARA CLAUSEN

NJAR Circle of Excellence
SILVER Level 2007-2013
BRONZE Level 2004-2005

NJAR Circle of Excellence
SILVER Level 2010,2012, 2013
BRONZE Level 2009, 2011

(732) 740-5034

(732) 841-9987

Fine Homes & Estates Specialists, CDPE, Accredited Staging Professionals
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Instagram – Is It Safe for Kids?
By Susan Heckler

I

nstagram is a photo sharing mobile app that’s available on some smart phones.
Users choose to upload a photo from their device’s library or take a picture or up
to 15 seconds of video and customize media with filters and other enhancement
tools, similar to Photoshop.
The user can then immediately upload this photo to a number of social networks,
including Facebook, Twitter, Flickr and Foursquare, depending on
which ones they sync to their Instagram account. The photo
will also be uploaded to the Instagram community where
people can ‘like’ and comment on it for the entire world
to possibly see. Instagram is a photo-sharing social network on its own. Users have a profile with the option to
fill out personal information such as first and last name,
username, birthday, gender, bio, email address and phone
number. Popular photos from all over the world are shared
under the “Popular” tab, and every user has the option
to follow other Instagram users and vice versa.
It sounds like fun but there are a few issues
parents need to be fully aware of. You want
your child to have fun but as a parent, it is your
obligation to protect their safety.
Parents, you need to monitor. Know your
child’s password and check their accounts to see both
what they are posting and who is following them. Parents
should also be on Instagram, become familiar with the site and

JV PAVING LLC

ASPHALT PAVING • CONCRETE WORK

follow their kids, and also teach them to be aware and stay safe online. The same goes
with similar apps, Ask.fm, Snapchat, Kik, Whisper, and Tinder.
The only information required to sign up for Instagram is an email address and
desired username. A phone number is optional. The person viewing your child’s photo is essentially anonymous, and anyone can download a photo unless your profile
is private. Make sure to protect your child’s privacy before entering a phone number
and set your profile to private so anyone who wants to see your photos will need to be
your friend.Bios are visible to all and can be where predators start looking for underage victims. Your child can easily accept anyone into their private network.
During the process of uploading a photo, the geo-location data of the photo you’re
uploading can easily be shared with your followers. Anyone can learn the location
of your child. Fortunately, geotagging is off by default, but you need to make sure it
stays off.
Instagram is not for children under the age of 13, and over that age is really up
to the parent. You know your child and their maturity and responsibility level. There
isn’t even a 1999 year to choose when signing up, so Instagram has acknowledged
this. There are a lot of inappropriate posts and inappropriate people on Instagram
that you will not want your child exposed to. There are approximately 150 million
monthly users internationally. Many of the younger age group uses the service to
circumnavigate parental screening.
Instagram has a help center for parents on their website www.instagram.com.
They offer advice for the safety and security of your child. Assume no one else will
look after your child’s welfare and take your role as a parent seriously. It is part of
loving your children. n

PROFESSIONAL WORK!
30 YEARS EXPERIENCE!

CUSTOM STAMPED ASPHALT
• Driveways
• Resurfacing
• Extensions
• Repairs
• Sealcoating

Professional
WorkmanshiP!

• Parking Lots
• Belgium Block
• Drainage Systems
• Sidewalks
• Crack Filling

732-845-1440
COmPETITIVE DISCOuNTS
AVAILAbLE NOW!
NO COuPON NECESSARY

30 Years
exPerience!
TesTimonials
available

Lic. # 13VH06617300

To advertise in your local Money Mailer call 732-254-2828 or 732-254-2885
377-01-080

www.TheMillstoneTimes.com
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PRESENTS…

The Millstone Times’ Student of the Month

Alyssa I. Hack
By Pam Teel

T

he Millstone Times
is proud to present
Alyssa I. Hack as our
Student of the Month.
Alyssa is in the fourth
grade and is a student at
the Millstone Elementary School. This active
ten year old lives in Perrineville and works hard
to keep up her good
grades in school. She is
very conscientious with
all of her schoolwork and
wants to always do her
best. Her fourth grade
teacher, Mrs. Prevosti,
has nothing but high
praise for her. “Alyssa
is a pleasure to have in my fourth grade classroom. In class she tackles every assignment with hard work and enthusiasm. She is an active participant
in group assignments and works well with others. Alyssa is a shining star,”
she quoted.
Alyssa loves to write. Her favorite subjects are writing, reading, art and
gym. She also enjoys being a part of the band and chorus. She plays the bells
in band and finds it easy because she has been playing the piano since she
was five years old. Alyssa loves all types of music. She also plays the suspended cymbals and the chimes in music class. She likes gymnastics, playing
baseball and playing catch with her family.
Alyssa loves her friends and is very thankful to have special friends like
Kyla. She also loves the friends she rides to school with on her bus, which
include her friends Emily, Olivia, Erica, Alexa and others.

Her favorite books she enjoys reading are the Humphrey books and the
Ann. M. Martin books. Her all time favorite is a book by Ann Martin called,
A Dog’s Life. Alyssa loves animals and is a very caring and nurturing young
girl. She is of Greek origin and it was only fitting to name her dog Zeus after
the Greek God. She was very sad when her dog Tasha died from old age two
years ago. She already knows that when she grows up she wants to be a Veterinarian. She made up her mind about that when she was just three years old!
Her favorite movies to date are Megamind and Despicable Me. Her favorite song right now is “The Sun will Come out Tomorrow,” from the musical
Annie. Alyssa has many hobbies. She loves playing music, singing, doing
crafts, jumping rope, and most importantly hanging out and having fun with
her friends.
Alyssa lives with her mom and dad and her dog. Her family has special
places they go to both in Vermont and in Florida. Alyssa loves to take trips
to either place whenever she has off of school. She would one day love to go
to Greece and to Germany to see more of her cousins. Her Grandma and
Grandpa on her mom’s side died before she was born, but she still has a lot
of Greek cousins on her mom’s side that she stays in touch with. She calls
her Grandpa on her dad’s side Opa and she likes to visit with him in Howell.
Unfortunately, she lost her grandmother last year.
Alyssa loves Christmas and Easter. She shares Easter with the Greek relatives and really looks forward to the festivities. Her favorite food is pasta and
pizza and her all time favorite food, which is Greek, is called spanakopita.
If Alyssa had one wish, it would be for peace, love and happiness for the
whole world and that there wouldn’t be anyone suffering from any pain. She
would like to thank her teacher, her friends and family for supporting her
and for being there to guide her in life!
The best of luck to you Alyssa. I know with your compassion for animals
that someday you will make a great Veterinarian. Keep up the great grades
you are getting in school and stay the sweet young girl that you are! n

Making this journey and applying to college takes thought, effort and organization. We at THE COLLEGE ADVISOR NETWORK FOR U
help you navigate through the journey. We assist in research in order to develop a college list based on your needs, work with you on
the application process, closely collaborate with other professionals to ensure all your questions are answered and overall help ease the
process. Whether you are student in high school, college or a parent looking for the best options for your child, contact us today and let
us help make this an amazing journey! Call us today at 732-617-1577 for information on how to begin your college application process.

The College Advisor Network For U, Inc. | 732.617.1577 | info@tcan4u.com | www.tcan4u.com
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Blue Waters Boutique
Find the perfect gift for
Mother’s Day!

Need a graduation or teacher gift?
We’ve got you covered.

Charm It! 2014 Creativity Design-a-Charm Contest
You’re invited! April 23 – May 21st
Bring your kids (14 & under) into the store to enter their Charm It! charm drawings
for a contest! Your child’s design could become a real Charm It charm!
Receive a free charm just for entering.

Brighton “Ears to You” Promotion
Now Thru May 11th

New summer accessories
from Vera Bradley!

With a single day purchase of any
Brighton necklace and bracelet, receive
a FREE pair of earrings of your choice!
Address: 221 Millstone Rd., Millstone Twp., NJ 08535 Phone: (732) 851-6813 Hours: Mon – Fri 10:30 AM to 7 PM Saturday 10:30 AM to 4 PM
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The Powers of Flowers
By Susan Heckler

A

team of researchers at Rutgers,The State University of
New Jersey conducted a behavioral research study that
explored the link between flowers and life satisfaction.
During a 10-month study of participants’ behavioral and emotional responses to receiving flowers, the outcomes show that
flowers are a natural and healthful moderator of moods.
Anyone who has received an unexpected bouquet of flowers
can corroborate this, as it is a combination of a surprise, a gift
and beautiful flowers. Flowers have an instantaneous influence
on happiness. All study participants conveyed “true” or “excited” smiles after receiving flowers, demonstrating extraordinary
delight and gratitude. This reaction occurred in all age groups. A
specific smile, the “Duchenne smile” is associated with the raising of the cheeks and crinkling around the eyes and has been
linked to positive emotion and related changes in the brain.
Flowers have a long-term positive effect on moods. Study
participants reported feeling less depressed, anxious and agitated after receiving flowers, and demonstrated a higher sense
of enjoyment and life satisfaction. Flowers last for many days
so the feeling lingers with them. They stimulate several of your
senses, sight, smell and touch.
Not all flowers have the same effect on us. There is a theory that the color of a
flower plays a key role in the perception of people’s senses, which undoubtedly has an
effect on our emotions and our cognition. Red flowers supposedly improve a person’s

performance on jobs that are very detail-oriented. Red is also
linked with caution and danger. Blue increases creative thinking and is associated with honesty and peace. The shades that
seem to be the most appealing are blue-green, blue, green, purple and red-purple. The least likable hues of flowers consist of
yellow and yellow-green.
Studies conducted at Rutgers and Harvard revealed that
participants in the study were twelve percent more productive when fragrant plants were introduced in the workplace.
The study also showed that compassion and kindness levels
increased within a week in people when fragrant plants were
introduced into the workplace.
Edward Bach, British doctor, discovered and developed 38
flower essences in the 1930’s. Today they are called Bach flower remedies and are used homeopathically in conjunction with
herbs. The purpose of these remedies is to gently re-balance our
mental and emotional state. Most of them are from wildflowers
found in the countryside and woods. Each one relates to a different emotional state. These are grouped in seven categories:
fear, loneliness, uncertainty, lack of interest, despondency and
despair, oversensitivity, and over care for others. The philosophy of Dr. Bach was principally to deal with the balance of the soul, spirit and body.
Pick up a bouquet for yourself or a friend, plant that dream garden and smile,
smile, smile! n

Mother’s Day
special
1 Hour Medical Massage
$59
5 For $275
Gift Certificates Available
Expires 6/1/14
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Special Kays Dance Team
continued from page 1

and an “Idol Soloist” invitation to VIP Nationals Nicole Rubino
(Millstone Twp.) and Kendall Deal (Monroe Twp.) also received
platinum awards in that category.
In the mini duo/trio category (7-9 years old), Chase Jansen
(Millstone Twp.) and Kendall Deal (Monroe Twp.), were awarded
platinum and first place overall awards, as well as a “best choreography” award to Kirsten Jansen (Millstone Twp.) for that number.
In the junior solo category (10-12 years old), Kailey Kocur
(Millstone Twp.) received a platinum award, as well as a “Best
Lyrical” special judges award and an “Idol Soloist” invitation to
VIP Nationals. Sophia Abene (Monroe Twp.), Allison Hoeni
(East Brunswick) and Briana Shifrin (Cream Ridge) also received
a platinum award in that category.
Sophia Abene (Monroe Twp.) and Amanda Capasso (Jackson)
received a platinum award in the teen duo/trio category (13-15
Above left, Nicole Rubino (Millstone Twp.) received second place overall. Above right,iIn the junior solo category (10-12 years old),
Kailey Kocur (Millstone Twp.) received a platinum award, as well as a “Best Lyrical” special judges award and an “Idol Soloist”
years old).
invitation to VIP Nationals.
Amanda Capasso (Jackson) also received two platinum awards
in the senior solo category (16 years old and up), as well as a
“Best Contemporary” judges choice award and “Best Choreog“Special Kays is excited to once again be starting its competition season so
raphy” award to Kirsten Jansen (Millstone Twp.). In the same category, Jasmine
strong,” said Linda Kay Griggs, director, Special Kays resident dance team for the
Jerman (East Brunswick), received a platinum, judges choice award, VIP convenNew Jersey Center of Dance + Performing Arts. “It’s so gratifying to see the chotion scholarship and “Idol Soloist” invitation to VIP Nationals. Cayla McLaughlin
reographers’ and dancers’ hard work being recognized.”
(Millstone Twp.) also received a platinum award in that category.
For more information about New Jersey Center of Dance + Performing Arts or
The team also won 16 platinum and 5 first place overall awards, as well as 7
Special Kays, visit www.njcodance.com. n
judges choice awards for its group numbers at VIP.

Princeton Rejuvenation Institute, LLC
Medical Spa and Laser Center

Results everyone will notice...but no one will realize!

Jamie R. Wisser, M.D., F.A.C.S.
Matthew J. Lynch, M.D.
East Windsor Medical Commons II - 300B Princeton Hightstown Rd., Suite 101 - East Windsor, NJ 08520 - www.PRImedspa.com
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Pool Service at itS beSt
Now Scheduling
Pool Openings &
Weekly Services
for 2014 Season

Now Scheduling
Pool Openings &
Weekly Services
for 2014 Season

434 W. Commodore Blvd. • Jackson, NJ

732-928-8200 • 732-240-5540
Email: calabreezePools@verizon.net

27 Years of Service Experience
Pool Openings • Pool Closings • Service • Repairs • Weekly Maintenance • Pool Refurbishings
Electronic Leak Detection • Pressure Testing Pool Lines • Pool Inspections

AquABrEllA Safety Pool cover
by Jersey cover corp

WINCHESTER

DOLPHIN

aTLaNTIS

150 OFF

$

PaRk
aVENuE

RIVERSIDE
NORTHERN

bRuSSELS

250 OFF

$

liNEr/cOvEr cOMBO

10% OFF

ABOvE GrOuNd
POOl liNEr rEPlAcEMENt

iNGrOuNd POOl
liNEr rEPlAcEMENt

iF PurchASEd tOGEthEr

With this coupon. Coupon must be presented at time of contract
signing & cannot be used anytime after. Cannot be combined
with any other offers. Expires 6/15/14.

With this coupon. Coupon must be presented at time of contract
signing & cannot be used anytime after. Cannot be combined
with any other offers. Expires 6/15/14.

With this coupon. Coupon must be presented at time of contract
signing & cannot be used anytime after. Cannot be combined
with any other offers. Expires 6/15/14.

Everything You Need to Make Your Pool Season a Breeze
Lic # 13VH07669500

www.TheMillstoneTimes.com
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Get Ready for the Annual
‘Weekend in Old Monmouth’ Tour
T
TRAC
CON
R
E
UND

45 Historic Monmouth County Sites
Open for Visits May 3 and 4

T

384 Monmouth Rd.
Millstone Twp., NJ

24 Saddlebrook Rd.
Millstone Twp., NJ

21 Forman Rd.
Millstone Twp., NJ

NJAR® Circle of
Excellence Award®
2012

Ask about Weichert’s Free
Market Update Seminar

he annual “Weekend in Old Monmouth” event returns with 45 historic
sites throughout Monmouth County
opening their doors to visitors interested in
local history. Hours for most sites are from
10am to 5pm on Saturday, May 3 and from
noon to 5pm on Sunday, May 4.
Historic Walnford
“Weekend in Old Monmouth is a wonderful event for anyone interested in history and architecture,” said Freeholder Director Lillian G. Burry, liaison to the County’s Historical Commission, coordinator
of the weekend event. “The sites on the tour are generally operated independently
of one another, but this special tour project coordinates the hours of operation at
several locations so history buffs can travel by foot, bicycle or car to enjoy and take
in many of the county’s rich historic places all in one weekend.”
“The tour includes 45 sites and each illustrates a piece of local history,” said
John Fabiano, executive director of the Historical Commission. “The outlined
tours help put the pieces together by theme or geography. Tour visitors can see the
places in any order of their own selection. The proposed starting points are just
suggestions for those who may be seeking guidance.”
You can start planning your route by previewing the tour sites on the County’s
website at www.visitmonmouth.com. n

A Smile Lasts Forever...

Orthodontics for Children & Adults

Victor Kong, DDS, MS
Specialty License #5544

•
•
•
•

Invisalign Certified
Comprehensive & Minor Treatments
Major Insurances Accepted
Interest Free Payment Plans

Please call for a free, no-pressure consultation.
609-259-3250

15 Carrs Tavern Road • Clarksburg-Millstone Township
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10 Things Science Says Will Make You Happy
By Jen Angel

I

Scientists can tell us how to be happy. Really. Here are 10 ways, with the research to prove it.

n the last few years, psychologists and researchers
have been digging up hard data on a question previously left to philosophers: What makes us happy?
Researchers like the father-son team Ed Diener and Robert
Biswas-Diener, Stanford psychologist Sonja Lyubomirsky,
and ethicist Stephen Post have studied people all over the
world to find out how things like money, attitude, culture,
memory, health, altruism, and our day-to-day habits affect
our well-being. The emerging field of positive psychology
is bursting with new findings that suggest your actions can
have a significant effect on your happiness and satisfaction with life. Here are 10 scientifically proven strategies
for getting happy.

Savor Everyday Moments
Pause now and then to smell a rose or watch children at
play. Study participants who took time to “savor” ordinary
events that they normally hurried through, or to think back
on pleasant moments from their day, “showed significant
increases in happiness and reductions in depression,” says
psychologist Sonja Lyubomirsky.

SOLD 2X

11 Alpine Drive
$850,000

SOLD

21 Reid Lane
$447,500

SOLD

673 Route 33
$1,250,000
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Avoid Comparisons
While keeping up with the Joneses is part of American culture, comparing ourselves with others can be damaging to happiness and self-esteem. Instead of comparing ourselves to others, focusing on our own personal achievement leads to greater
satisfaction, according to Lyubomirsky.
Put Money Low on the List
People who put money high on their priority list are more at
risk for depression, anxiety, and low self-esteem, according to
researchers Tim Kasser and Richard Ryan. Their findings hold
true across nations and cultures. “The more we seek satisfactions
in material goods, the less we find them there,” Ryan says. “The
satisfaction has a short half-life—it’s very fleeting.” Money-seekers also score lower on tests of vitality and self-actualization.
Have Meaningful Goals
“People who strive for something significant, whether it’s
learning a new craft or raising moral children, are far happier
than those who don’t have strong dreams or aspirations,” say
Ed Diener and Robert Biswas-Diener. “As humans, we actually

require a sense of meaning to
thrive.” Harvard’s resident happiness professor, Tal Ben-Shahar, agrees, “Happiness lies at
the intersection between pleasure and meaning. Whether
at work or at home, the goal is
to engage in activities that are
both personally significant and
enjoyable.”

Take Initiative at Work
How happy you are at work
depends in part on how much
initiative you take. Researcher
Amy Wrzesniewski says that
when we express creativity,
help others, suggest improvements, or do additional tasks
on the job, we make our work
more rewarding and feel more
in control.

Nothing

between me

sunday
ritual

comes
and my

golf

Make Friends, Treasure Family
Happier people tend to have good families, friends, and supportive relationships, say Diener and Biswas-Diener. But it’s not enough to be the life of the party
if you’re surrounded by shallow acquaintances. “We don’t just need relationships,
we need close ones” that involve understanding and caring.
Smile Even When You Don’t Feel Like It
It sounds simple, but it works. “Happy people…see possibilities, opportunities, and success. When they think of the future, they are optimistic, and
when they review the past, they tend to savor the high points,” say Diener and
Biswas-Diener. Even if you weren’t born looking at the glass as half-full, with
practice, a positive outlook can become a habit.
Say Thank You Like You Mean It
People who keep gratitude journals on a weekly basis are healthier, more
optimistic, and more likely to make progress toward achieving personal goals,
according to author Robert Emmons. Research by Martin Seligman, founder of
positive psychology, revealed that people who write “gratitude letters” to someone who made a difference in their lives score higher on happiness, and lower on
depression—and the effect lasts for weeks.
Get Out and Exercise
A Duke University study shows that exercise may be just as effective as drugs
in treating depression, without all the side effects and expense. Other research
shows that in addition to health benefits, regular exercise offers a sense of accomplishment and opportunity for social interaction, releases feel-good endorphins,
and boosts self-esteem.
Give It Away, Give It Away Now!
Make altruism and giving part of your life, and be purposeful about it.
Researcher Stephen Post says helping a neighbor, volunteering, or donating
goods and services results in a “helper’s high,” and you get more health benefits
than you would from exercise or quitting smoking. Listening to a friend, passing on your skills, celebrating others’ successes, and forgiveness also contribute
to happiness, he says. Researcher Elizabeth Dunn found that those who spend
money on others reported much greater happiness than those who spend it
on themselves. n

When pain gets in the way of life’s best laid plans, turn
to RWJ Hamilton for university-quality orthopedics at the
community hospital you know and trust. The only hospital
in the Capital Region nationally certified in joint and spine
surgery, our center includes:

• ADVANCED ORTHOPEDICS • SPINE SURGERY
• JOINT REPLACEMENT
• REHABILITATION

CENTER FOR ORTHOPEDIC & SPINE HEALTH

MOVE BEYOND PAIN NOW.
877.700.0531 • RWJOrtho.com

www.TheMillstoneTimes.com
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In the Heat of the Moment
By Susan Heckler

C

ongratulations, you have survived the ‘Winter from Hell’. The trees are budding and the first signs of spring have sprung. It seems a long way away, but
we need to start thinking about summer and the hot weather. Heat Awareness
Day is May 23, 2014.
Anyone who is exposed to extreme heat or hot environments may be at risk of
heat stress. Heat-related deaths and illness are preventable, even so an average of 688
deaths each year in the U.S. are attributed to it. Heat stress can result in heat stroke,
heat exhaustion, heat cramps, or heat rashes. Workers at risk of heat stress include
outdoor workers, but also workers exposed to hot environments such as firefighters,
bakery or kitchen workers, farmers or construction workers, or anywhere you would
be wishing for air conditioning. Senior citizens, those who are overweight, have heart
disease or high blood pressure, or take certain medications, infants and children, and
athletes may be affected by extreme heat and are at greater risk.
Our bodies naturally react to heat by perspiring and breathing. The Center for
Disease Control recommends keeping your body temperature cool to avoid heat-related illness, be sure to stay hydrated because your body loses fluids through sweat
(you can become dehydrated during times of extreme heat), and stay updated on
local weather forecasts so you can plan activities safely when it’s hot outside.
Heat exhaustion is a common reaction to severe heat and can include symptoms
such as dizziness, headache and fainting. With rest, a cool environment and hydration (including refueling of electrolytes, which are necessary for muscle and other
body functions) the symptoms diminish. When a person is exposed to heat for a very
long time, the first thing that shuts down is the ability to sweat. When perspiration
is dried by the air, it has a cooling effect on the body. When perspiration stops, a

person can move from heat exhaustion to
heat stroke rapidly.
Heat stroke is more severe and requires
medical attention—it is often accompanied
by dry skin, a body temperature above 103
degrees Fahrenheit, confusion and sometimes
unconsciousness.
Heat and humidity is a dangerous combination. When you factor relative humidity into
the air temperature, it feels like it is much warmer than the thermometer reads. As an example,
if the air temperature is 96°F and the relative humidity is 65%, the heat index—how hot it feels—
is 121°F!
We should all remember not to leave children
and pets in the cars in any weather, but especially
in the warm months. Even with windows open on
a mild day, the body absorbs more heat than it can
handle. This is called hyperthermia, and is responsible for untold deaths each year.
If you are uncertain whether or not the weather will impact your health, don’t make those plans. Summer is a time for
fun in the sun, be smart and be safe…when in doubt, do without. n

We Will Beat ANY Competitors Price!
Let East Coast Salt do the heavy work, from our warehouse to your basement.

EAST COAST SALT
CALL TODAY FOR

FREE
DELIVE
RY

FREE DELIVERY

732.833.2973

621 Wright Debow Rd., Jackson NJ 08527
FAX: 732.833.4162 • www.eastcoastsalt.com

Toll Free: 1.888.273.1444
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Sun crystals
$8.75
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Receive

One FREE Bag
with order of
Sun Crystals
with Rust Remover

Cannot be combined with other offersand
a Minimum of 800 lbs on delivery only

Expires 5/31/14

Pool Salt – $6.97

Pick uP SPecialS

on products when they are picked up

Like us on facebook
for promotions

Better Living

Come See Our Great Selection of New Weber Grills

FREE GRILL ASSEMBLY
with purchase of any Weber Grill priced at $499 or more

FREE LOCAL DELIVERY

LIVE
COOKING
DEMO

Weber® Genesis®
S-310 in
Stainless Steel

MAY 17th – 11AM-3PM

at the Millstone location only

Don’t Miss Out!

Better Living at Millstone
675 State Route 33 Millstone Twp. NJ 08535 • (732) 490-5533

Better Living Discount Appliance

77 East Railroad Ave. Jamesburg, NJ 08831
Cross Street: Between Vine St and Hooker St • (732) 521-1555

We meet and beat any competitors prices
Must be current exact model. Does not include internet pricing.
www.TheMillstoneTimes.com
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Every Mom deserves the gift of beauty
and relaxation this Mother’s Day
“BUTTERFLY KISSES FOR MOM”
Lavender Massage
Lavender Facial
Lavender Pedicure
ONLY $200
Choose one of the Best Salon & Spas in NJ
Avenel
Morganville
1392 St. Georges Ave. 65 Highway 34 N.
732-669-9880
732-772-1838
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Shrewsbury
508 Broad St.
732-530-8877

North Brunswick
1626 Route 130
732-940-4470

Protect Your Eyes This Summer

Start a New Tradition
with Friends or Family…

• State-of-the-art
Facility with Friendly
& Caring Atmosphere

Make Your own

wine

• Accept Many Medical
& Vision Insurances

Perfect for
Special Events:

• Walk-Ins Welcome
• Comprehensive Eye
Exams & Contact Lens
Fitting

• Wedding Wines
• Corporate Events

• Large Selection of
Designer & Budget
Eyewear

• Private Parties

Call for free
wine tasting

• Treatment &
Management of
Eye Diseases
• Emergency Eye Care

227 Rt. 33 East, Mananlapan

732.792.7007 • www.atthewineroom.com

$25000 OFF
ANY JOB

With this ad. Not valid with any
other offers. Expires 6/15/14.

FINANCING AVAILABLE
Have a Dry, Healthy
Basement for
$99 per month!
With this ad. Not valid with any
other offers. Expires 6/15/14.
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It’s Girl Scout Cookie Time!
Cara Pesciotta and Stephanie Konya of Troop #1231 at the Millstone Twp.
Girl Scout’s Annual Cookie Fundraiser held on April 5 at PNC Bank in
Millstone Twp.
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Millstone Mercantile
License # 101300

VISA • MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

LANDSCAPING & BRICK PAVERS
732-577-9109
29 Iron Ore Road
Millstone Twp., NJ 08535

www.fGmLANDSCAPING.Com
Since 1985

Landscape Design & Construction

Clean-ups • Mowing • Fertilization

Custom Paver Walks & Driveways

Hot Water Power Washing

Multi-Level Patios

Grading • Seeding • Sod

Outdoor Kitchens

Poolscapes • Waterfalls

Retaining & Sitting Walls

Privacy & Shade Screenings

Pillars & Wingwalls

Low-Voltage Lighting

Creators & Maintainers
of Fine Landscapes

NJ Pesticide REG # 94970A
NJ REG # 13VH03484800

www.TheMillstoneTimes.com
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Bowling, Games, and Fun
to Benefit the
Vasculitis Foundation
May 18, 2014, 6-9pm
Knob Hill Country Lanes
363 New Jersey 33, Manalapan Township
Tickets: $15 presage or $20 at the door (shoes included)
Bring family, friends, work colleagues, neighbors, etc. Contact: Erika
Citrin, email: egcitrin@gmail.com. Volunteers are needed as well as raffle basket donations. You can also get involved by sponsoring a lane or
making a donation. Checks may be made out to the Vasculitis Foundation and sent to Erika Citrin, 24 Saddlebrook Road, Millstone Township,
NJ 08535. You can also make a donation online at www.vasculitisfoundation.org/donate. n
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“Come Rally in the Alley” to Fight Vasculitis Disease

T

By Pam Teel

welfth grader, Erika Citron, has a passion for the arts, especially dancing. She
credits her love for dancing to her teachers at the dance studio that she has
been attending for the past five years. They have been very supportive of her,
always encouraging her and guiding her throughout her training. During her second
year at the studio, Erika noticed that one of her dance instructors stopped teaching
class. All that they were told was that she was sick. It wasn’t until a little while afterwards did they find out just how sick their instructor really was. Her teacher, Tiffany
Cohn Masi, affectionately known to the students as Miss Tiff, was diagnosed with
Takayasu Arteritis, a form of the Vasculitis disease. This was a disease that neither
Erika nor her classmates were at all familiar with.
Vasculitis means inflammation of the blood vessels, arteries, veins or capillaries.
When the inflammation occurs, it causes changes in the walls of blood vessels, such as
weakening and narrowing that can eventually lead to blood vessel blockage. As a result, tissues and organs supplied by affected blood vessels end up not getting enough
blood, which can lead to organ and tissue damage and even death.
Vasculitis is a rare disease that can affect people of all ages. There are many types
of vasculitis, but the overall condition is rare. The different types of vasculitis are classified according to the size and location of the blood vessels that are affected. With
some forms of vasculitis, people can improve on their own. Treatment for it generally
tends to works better when caught early, but some forms can require a treatment
of medication that can last a lifetime. For people with the disease, the outlook and
treatment depends on many different factors, such as the type one has, which organs
are affected, how quickly the condition worsens, and the severity of the condition. In
some cases vasculitis can go into remission, which means the condition isn’t active
but it can come back at any time.

The inflammation involves pain, redness, warmth, swelling, and loss of function
in the affected tissue area. If a blood vessel is inflamed, it can get narrow or even close
off. This prevents blood flow through the vessel. Rarely the blood vessel will stretch
and weaken causing it to bulge. This bulge is called an aneurysm. Vasculitis can also
affect your skin, joints, lungs, gastrointestinal tract, sinuses, nose, throat ears, eyes,
brain, and nerves.
The area that affected Erika’s teacher was the area around the aorta (the main
blood vessels leaving the heart and its branches, as well as the pulmonary arteries). It
is also known as the pulseless disease because they can present weak or absent pulses
on examination of the upper extremities.
Luckily for Erika, her beloved teacher was able to come back the following year
and since then Erika and her dance mates have developed a strong bond with her. Erika cares for her like she does her own mother. Erika is now taking solo lessons from
Miss Tiff and she knows that there are times when her teacher should be at home
taking care of herself instead of coming into the studio to teach. The medicines that
they have her teacher on are all experimental because the disease is not well enough
known. Miss Tiff even spent her honeymoon in the hospital receiving treatment with
her new husband by her side supporting her.
Whenever Erika dances, her teacher is her inspiration. When she is on stage, her
teacher gives her a lot of strength and encouragement to push on and to keep improving and now it’s time for Erika to give that support and strength back to her.
“While raising money is extremely important, my main goal is to raise awareness,”
Erika quotes. “I want people to know about the disease and I would like them to help
me make a difference not just for Vasculitis, but for any disease. I think that people
should want to make a difference everyday knowing that it is benefitting someone else
continued on page 52
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NewJerseyBaseball
A Lesson in Our History

F

rom Alexander Cartwright to Derek Jeter, some of baseball’s most important figures have ties to the Garden State.
Alexander Cartwright is the father of baseball. In 1845, he developed
the basic rules of the game as we now know it. On September 23, he organized
the Knickerbocker Base Ball Club of New York. The members of the club traveled to Hoboken to practice the game under his new rules at Elysian Fields.
On October 6, 14 members of the Knickerbocker Club took part in the first
baseball game. The two sides battled for three innings with Cartwright’s team
losing 11-8. Between October 6 and November 18, the club played at least 14
more intrasquad games in Hoboken.

With some practice behind them, the Knickerbockers were ready for their
first game against a rival team. On June 19, 1846, at the Elysian Fields, baseball
was born.
The New York Nine annihilated the Knickerbockers 23-1 in four innings.
However, things were not as bad for the Knickerbockers as they appeared. Most
of the New York Nine’s players were originally Knickerbockers who did not like
to travel to Hoboken for practice. n

On September 13, 1845, Alexander J. Cartwright presented the first 20 rules of baseball. His list includes many rules that are still followed today. The rules
created the baseball diamond, placed the batter at home plate, and created the strikeout, force out, and fly out. Three outs made up a half-inning. The groundrule double and foul territory were also established. A player could no longer get a runner out by throwing the ball and hitting him. Below is a complete list of
Cartwright’s rules, a number of which were simply club policies.
1.	Members must strictly observe the time agreed upon for exercise and
be punctual in their attendance.

7.	If members appear after the game is commenced they may be chosen in
if mutually agreed upon.

2.	When assembled for practice, The President, or Vice President in his
absence, shall appoint an umpire, who shall keep the game in a book
provided for that purpose, and note all violations of the By-Laws and
Rules during the time of exercise.

8.	The game to consist of 21 counts, or aces; but at the conclusion of an
equal number of hands must be played.

3.	The presiding officer shall designate two members as captains, who
shall retire and make the match to be played, observing at the same
time the players put opposite each other should be as nearly equal as
possible; the choice of the two sides to be then tossed for, and the first
in hand to be decided in a like manner.
4.	The bases shall be from “home” to second base, 42 paces; from first
base to third base, 42 paces, equidistant.
5. No stump match shall be played on a regular day of exercise.
6. If there should not be a
sufficient number of members of the club present
at the time agreed upon
to commence exercise,
gentlemen not members may be chosen in
to make up the match,
which shall not be
broken up to may afterwards appear; but in
all cases, members shall
have the preference, when
present at the making of the
match.
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9.	The ball must be pitched, and not thrown, for the bat.
10.	A ball knocked out of the field, or outside the range of first or third
base, is foul.
11.	Three balls being struck at and missed and the last one caught is a hand
out; if not caught is considered fair, and a striker is bound to run.
12.	A ball being struck or tipped and caught either flying or on the first
bound is a hand out.
13.	A player running the base shall be out, if the ball is in the hands of an
adversary on the base, or the runner is touched with it before he makes
his base; it being understood, however, that in no instance is a ball to
be thrown at him.
14.	A player running who shall prevent an adversary from catching or getting the ball before making his base is a hand out.
15. Three hands out, all out.
16. Players must take their strike in a regular turn.
17.	All disputes and differences relative to the game, to be determined by
the Umpire, from which there is no appeal.
18. No ace or base can be made on a foul strike.
19.	A runner cannot be put out in making one base, when a balk is made
by the pitcher.
20. But one base allowed when a ball bounds out of the field when struck.

www.TheMillstoneTimes.com
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Hannah Family Says “Thank You!”

“W

ith heartfelt gratitude we want to extend our humble appreciation for
your acts of kindness and generosity during the loss of our husband and
father, Darnell H. Hannah, Sr. In the 7 years of living in this beautiful town we
haven’t seen anything as beautiful as this; the beauty of our community hearts.
So many have poured out so much love, thoughts, visits, gifts, poems, encouragement, prayers and donating on www.fundly.com/channah and www.gofundme.
com/dhannah, that it has helped to buffer this painful time. We are not surprised
by it but simply amazed that you all would extend yourselves beyond the walls of
your homes for your neighbors. n
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Thursday (7:30-10:30 PM)
5/1 Joe Kaplow
5/22 Joe Kaplow
5/8 Joe Kaplow
5/29 Billy Simmons
5/15 Billy Simmons
Friday (6-9 PM)
5/2 Rob Silvers
5/23 John Patrick
Duo
5/30 Rob Silvers
5/9 John Patrick
Duo
5/16 Rob Silvers
Duo
Friday (9:30 PM-1 aM)
5/2 Drew’s Farm
5/23 Jumbo and
the Flatleaver
5/9 King Mosquito
Band
5/16 Tangled
5/30 John and Carm
saTurday (9:30 PM-1 aM)
5/3 The Psycho
5/17 Melanie and
Sonny
Misfits
5/10 Thomas
5/24 DJ Nebbs
Dance Party
Wesley Stern
5/31 Tangled
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Law Offices of
Richard Allan Wiener
Specializing in

Divorce and Family Law
• Divorce
• Alimony
• Child Support & Custody Disputes
• Equitable Distribution
• Relocation
• Prenuptial Agreements
• Post-Divorce Problems
• Juvenile Delinquency Cases
• Step-Parent Adoptions
• Children’s College Expenses
• Payments of
Medical Bills

WE OFFER:
• Agressive Representation
• Available in all New Jersey counties
• 23 years experience
• Affordable rates
• Weekend & Evening Accessibility
• No-Charge Initial Consultation
685 Neptune Boulevard
Neptune, New Jersey 07754
732.531.4300
732.531.4305
RAW@NJFamilyLawLawyer.com
www.NJFamilyLawLawyer.com
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Photos by Grace Glovier (right) and
Sheila Bodine (above).

I

Lakefront Gallery Brings Family
and Community Together

t stands to reason that the basic rule of organization would dictate placement.
But simply grouping like items together just didn’t seem right to Princeton curator Sheila Geisler. As she plotted the layout for the upcoming juried exhibit
at Lakefront Gallery at Robert Wood Johnson University Hospital Hamilton (RWJ
Hamilton), she knew it called for something more.
“They all had a flow so much so that I didn’t have to group them by individual
artists,” Geisler said of “Generations” an exhibit of photographs taken by generations of nine families that debuted at Lakefront Gallery on March 13th and will run
through June 12th.
“It must be in the genes,” she said.
Whether it is nature or nurture, this collection of images captured by grandmothers and granddaughters; mothers and sons; fathers and daughters will express
the differences and commonalities that are present in all families. These expressions,
Geisler thinks, connect people to the art and help people connect to each other.
That’s not only true for the patrons, but also for the artists.
Princeton’s 76-year-old Sheila Bodine whose black and white photographs
of musicians’ hands playing instruments was paired with her 17-year-old granddaughter Grace Glovier’s shots of abstract architectural patterns. It was Bodine who
brought the idea of the “Generations” exhibit to Geisler after seeing a similar show
elsewhere. Both women belong to the 287-member Princeton Photography Club
that has been supplying some of the subject matter for Lakefront and other local galleries. Geisler, whose husband Carl has been president of the club for the past eight
years, said members are always looking for ways to bring the community together.
As for Bodine, she said she is certainly excited about displaying her family’s work.
While she and her granddaughter both enjoy photography, they have never collaborated together. “I wanted to do something I’d never done before and I thought it
would be great to do it with her.”
“That’s what art is all about,” Geisler said. “Involving the community around
us—so that the community will walk into RWJ Hamilton before they need it and
see what else is there and have them excited about what they can come in for before
they need hospital services.”
Ilya Genin, a Hamilton cardiologist and director of Lakefront Gallery, agrees.
“The gallery brings original photographic art to the walls of the hospital, enriching
the patient, visitor and staff experience.”
For additional information about Lakefront Gallery, contact 609.584.5900. n

FINE CASUAL FURNITURE FOR OUTDOOR LIVING

• In Home and Office
Consultations
• Interior Design/Decorator
services available
• We carry: South Sea Rattan
Collection, Pelican Reef,
Panama Jack, Modway
and many more!

Yorktown Plaza • 300 Gordons Corner Road • Manalapan • 732-851-4884 • www.TouchOfEleganceFurniture.com
Hours: Monday-Saturday 10am-6pm
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It has been determined that
one of the most important
influences on happiness is
social relationships.

If You’re Happy and You Know It
Satisfation with Life Survey
By Susan Heckler

I

f you are happy and you know it take a bow, clap your
hands, stamp your feet or however you would like to
celebrate. Authors Ed Diener, Robert A. Emmons, Randy
J. Larsen and Sharon Griffin wrote an article in the Journal of Personality Assessment in 1985 to measure global
cognitive judgments of satisfaction with one’s life.
In one minute’s time after responding to 5 questions,
you may have a new understanding of how satisfying you
see your life to be. Using the 1 – 7 scale below, indicate
your agreement with each item by placing the appropriate
number on the line preceding that item.
Please be open and honest in your responding.
7 – Strongly agree
6 – Agree
5 – Slightly agree
4 – Neither agree nor disagree
3 – Slightly disagree
2 – Disagree
1 – Strongly disagree
____ In most ways my life is close to my ideal.
____ The conditions of my life are excellent.
____ I am satisfied with my life.
____ So far I have gotten the important things
I want in life.
____ If I could live my life over, I would
change almost nothing.

Although this study is almost 30 years old, the questions are broad enough to encompass any time period and
location, making it useful anywhere and everywhere.
Notice that you are answering the questions about
your own life. It is your opinion of your own happiness
that counts. If others perceive you as happy and you
do not, in your heart and head you are not satisfied with
your life.
The Satisfaction with Life Scale (SWLS) is a single
scale that is used by UNESCO, the CIA, the New Economics Foundation, the WHO, the Veenhoven Database,
the Latinbarometer, the Afrobarometer, and the UNHDR
to measure how one views his or her self-esteem, well-being and overall happiness with life. The SWLS is a global
measure of life satisfaction.
It has been determined that one of the most important influences on happiness is social relationships. People who score high on life satisfaction tend to have close
and supportive family and friends, whereas those who do
not have close friends and family are more likely to be
dissatisfied.
According to Live Happy Magazine, another factor
that influences the life satisfaction of most people is work
or school, or performance is an important role such as
homemaker or grandparent. This relates to your goals and
your attempt to achieve them.
Many find satisfaction with the self, religious or spiritual life, learning and growth, and leisure are a big determining factor of happiness.

The explanation of your score was
copyrighted by Ed Diener, February
13, 2006, as follows:

30 – 35: Very high score, highly
satisfied
Respondents who score in this
range love their lives and feel that
things are going very well. Their lives
are not perfect, but they feel that
things are about as good as lives get.
Furthermore, just because the person
is satisfied does not mean she or he is
complacent. In fact, growth and challenge might be part of the reason the
respondent is satisfied. For most people in this high-scoring range, life is
enjoyable, and the major domains of
life are going well—work or school,
family, friends, leisure and personal
development.
25 – 29: High score
Individuals who score in this range
like their lives and feel that things are
going well. Of course their lives are
not perfect, but they fell that things
are mostly good. Furthermore, just because the person is satisfied does not
mean she or he is complacent. In fact,
growth and challenge might be part
continued on page 48
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OUR

LOWEST

SPRING INTO SAVINGS

PRICING FOR
2014 SEASON!
Doughboy has the only aboveground pool that can be installed
completely in the ground!
Go from green grass to blue water
in only 4 days! Our pools are
expandable down to 7 feet deep.

IS YOUR POOL
COVER THIS SAFE?

OUTDOOR KITCHENS
Guaranteed

LOWEST PRICE

for Genuine
Loop-Loc Cover!

Plus, an additional...

$500
IN-STOCK
KITCHENS

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
ON IN-STOCK ITEMS

SAFETY . STRENGTH . QUALITY . LONGEVITY

OR SPECIAL ORDER

%
0
FINANCING
AVAILABLE
O.A.C.
See store for
details

CALL NOW TO SCHEDULE YOUR POOL OPENING and WEEKLY POOL SERVICE
SCHEDULE YOUR
LINER REPLACEMENT TODAY!

CENT RAL JERSE Y POOL S
Celebrating
Over

YEARS

POOLS • HOT TUBS • OUTDOOR FURNITURE • OUTDOOR KITCHENS • POOL TABLES
GAME ROOMS • CHEMICALS • POOL PARTS • TOYS • SERVICE • GENERATORS & MUCH MORE!
www.TheMillstoneTimes.com
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Exceptional Painting Services
Residential & Commercial
Interior & Exterior
Pressure & Powerwashing
Dry Wall Installation & Repair
Wallpaper Removal
Deck Staining & Sealing
Custom Painting and Carpentry
Free Estimates • Full Insured • Local References
Serving Mercer & Monmouth Counties

Frank Korzenko, Owner

Fkkorzenko@gmail.com
Contractor License #13VH07078400
52 Yellow Meetinghouse Road, Millstone Twp., NJ 08510

www.kel-kor.net

(609) 577-4453 • (732) 656-0586

Soprano® & Balcony®
Cellular Skylight Shades

SkyLiGHt SHAdeS tHAt BeAt tHe HeAt
Don’t let the stifling heat of summer cause you
to throw your cooling dollars out the window.
The Soprano & Balcony Skylight shades from
Comfortex Window Fashions let the natural
glow of the sun through, but beat the heat.
Both are made with beautiful Symphony
Double Honeycomb Cellular Fabric and
have the highest R-Value rating of any single
or double honeycomb shade on the market.
Plus, Soprano & Balcony Skylights block
out nearly 100% of harmful UV rays.
Over 100 beautiful colors, fully washable
and a limited lifetime warranty.

We Guarantee The Hightest Quality
at the Lowest Prices.
We WiLL not Be underSoLd.
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$100 off
Any Purchase of

$500

or More for
Soprano® & Balcony®
Cellular Skylights only
Can not be combined with any other offers. MT

Stu-Mar

Custom Home
Interiors

for free Shop at Home Service Call

732-536-7070

When It’s Time to Replace – Call ACE!

FAMILY OWNED
& OPERATED
SINCE 1953
Barry & Dave Fisher

Windows

Doors

Decks

Windows

Basements

Roofing & Siding

500
OFF

$

250
OFF

$

Any Job
of $7,500
or More

Any Job
of $4,000
or More

Not valid on previous purchases
or contracts. Not to be combined
with any other offers or discounts.
Must present ad at time of sale.
Exp. 7/31/14.

Not valid on previous purchases
or contracts. Not to be combined
with any other offers or discounts.
Must present ad at time of sale.
Exp. 7/31/14.

0%
Interest
for
6 Months
Call for details.
Exp. 7/31/14.

TOTAL HOME IMPROVEMENTS:
• Windows
• Doors
• Siding & Trim
• Cultured Stone
• Roofing
• Garage Doors
& Openers
• Basements

• Entry Doors
• Insulation
• Kitchen & Baths
• Stucco
• Solar Panels
• Repairs
• Fencing

• Columns & Rails
• Awnings
• Generators
• Hardy Plank Siding
• Designer Services
Available
• Plus MORE!

www.AceHomeImprovementsNJ.com

www.TheMillstoneTimes.com
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County Offers Free Rabies Clinics

T

he Monmouth County Health Department is offering free rabies clinics Monmouth County residents can bring their cats and dogs to the rabies clinics
offered on five dates through June:
• Saturday, May 3 from 9 to 11am‚ Neptune, Public Works Building,
2201 Heck Ave.
• Saturday, June 7 from noon to 2pm‚ Asbury Park Firehouse,
800 Main St.
• Tuesday, June 10 from 6 to 7:30pm‚ Englishtown, Public Works
Building, 15 Main St.
• Thursday, June 12 from 6 to 7pm‚ Millstone Municipal Building,
470 Stagecoach Rd.
Rabies is a deadly disease cause by a virus that is found in the saliva of a rabid
animal and is transmitted most commonly by a bite. It is important that your dog
or cat have up-to-date rabies vaccinations, said Freeholder John P. Curley, liaison
to the County Health Department. Pets can become infected with rabies through
contact with wild animals. According the New Jersey Department of Health and
Senior Services, there has been a higher incidence of rabies in cats than dogs in
recent years. Cats left outdoors to roam have a greater chance of exposure to rabid
animals, but even indoor cats and dogs should be vaccinated, as occasionally they
may get outside or a wild animal could get into the home through open doors or
windows.
No appointments are necessary, but vaccines are given on a first-come, firstserved basis. For more information, call the County Health Department at 732431-7456. n

Get a Free First exam!

VCa supports
animal shelters
nationwide

It’s
It’saarisk-free
risk-freeway
wayfor
foryou
youtotosee
seethe
thecare
careand
and
special
attention
we to
give
to each
special
attention
we give
each
pet. pet.

Count on us to care for your pet. We provide a people
friendly environment with dedicated, caring professionals.
Wellness and early disease detection & prevention
■ Extended evening and weekend hours
■ State of the art medical, dental and surgical equipment
■ Walk-ins welcome
■ Vaccinations
■ Ultrasound
■ Orthopedic & soft tissue surgery
■ Digital Radiology
■

■

Behavioral & nutritional counseling

All backed by the nation’s largest and most trusted animal healthcare network,
giving you access to over 350 board certified specialists for complex cases.

Celebrate and Showcase

pinterest.com/VCahospitals

Pet Owner Empowerment:

facebook.com/VCaanimalhospitals

twin riVers animal Hospital
650 Route 33 East • East Windsor, NJ 08520

609-426-9625

Katie Parker, VMD

MON - FRI: 7-11 • SAT & SUN: 8-6

* For new clients only. Up to 2 pets per household. Offer good only for general veterinary services. Excludes emergency and specialized services. Cashier Code: 700.500
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twinriversanimalhospital.com
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All Day Fun
in Your Own Backyard!
CRAFT BREW FESTIVAL
at The Horse Park
of New Jersey

May 10, 2014
Session 1 begins at 11am
Please be aware there MAY be off-site
overflow parking with complimentary
shuttle bus service.

For info visit:
www.horseparkofnewjersey.com/craft_brew.html

Dr. P. Kaur, DDS
General & Cosmetic Dentistry

609-426-9500
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New Patient Special
®

Not to be combined with any other offer. Expires 12/31/15.
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Not to be combined with any other offer. Offer good only for new patients
and cleaning in absence of periodontal disease. Expires 12/31/15.

Not to be combined with any other offer. Expires 12/31/15.

Spring Is Here! Call Us Today for All Your Landscaping Needs
Fully Insured

LAWN SERVICE

NJ HIC#13VH06827800

GROUNDS MAINTENANCE

732-792-6734

PAVERS & HARDSCAPING

FERTILIZATION & WEED CONTROL

www.benchmarklandscapenj.com
www.TheMillstoneTimes.com
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The Smile CenTer
www.thesmilecenterofnj.com
Columbus
609-298-5800

Cream ridge
609-758-0880

New Patient Specials!
$99 ZOOM*
Voted Best
Voted Best

in Burlington
County

(A $500 Value!)

50% OFF ExaM,
ClEaNiNg & x-rayS
(Reg. $260)
*New patients only. MUST have current X-rays and exam.
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in South
Jersey

Now Open!!!

Standing Mixer and
Networking Event for
Women Business Owners

J

Cream Ridge
Orthodontics

Tuesday, May 6 • 6:30-8:30pm

oin the SJ, Central and Shore Regions on NJAWBO, New Jersey’s
Association of Women Business Owners for a Tri-Region Standing
Mixer & Networking Event at the Cream Ridge Winery off Exit 7A of
the NJ Turnpike.
Networking begins at 6:30PM during a full wine list tasting and
cheese reception. Just in case you taste one that you really like, additional glasses of wine can be purchased for $5.00 a glass. You also have the
option of purchasing a bottle of your choice. Everyone leaves the event
with a Cream Ridge Souvenir Wine Glass.
Secure your place at the event. Register at www.WhosComing.com/
njawbo-sj/TheStandingMixer.html n

Also, don’t miss the Head to Toe Women’s Expo on May 3 at Robbinsville
High School in Robbinsville from 9am-3pm. Visiti www.mercercounty
woman.com for more information.

211 West Millstream Road, Suite 2
Cream Ridge, NJ 08514 • www.creamridgeortho.com

your One stop for all your pet’s Needs
Tuesday & Friday
specials
Vaccinations from 10am-1pm
No Office Visit – A $45 Savings
Please call for an appointment.

• Pet Grooming

• Long Term Boarding

• Laser Surgery

• Veterinarian
Appointments

• Laser Therapy

• Walk-ins

• Dental Care
• Dog Day Care

• Emergency Care

cream ridge pet care center
820 route 537, cream ridge, NJ

609-758-7777 • CRPCC@optonline.net

$230

dental cleaning
Excludes extractions, meds,
bloodwork. Expires 7/30/14.

20% Off

complete
pet Grooming
Expires 7/30/14.

rescue Groups:

$25 Office Visit
special discounts
on all surgeries

long Term Boarding

stay 7 Nights

Get 8th day Free
Expires 7/30/14.

Expires 7/30/14.

www.TheMillstoneTimes.com
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If You’re Happy and You Know It
continued from page 38

of the reason the respondent is satisfied. For most people in this high-scoring
range, life is enjoyable, and the major domains of life are going well—work or
school, family, friends, leisure and personal development. The person may draw
motivation from the areas of dissatisfaction.

20 – 24: Average score
The average of life satisfaction in economically developed nations is in this
range—the majority of people are generally satisfied, but have some areas where
they very much would like some improvement. Some individuals score in this
range because they are mostly satisfied with most areas of their lives but they
see the need for some improvement in each area. Other respondents score in
this range because they are satisfied with most domains of their lives, but have
one or two areas where they would like to see large improvements. A person
scoring in this range is normal in that they have areas of their lives that need
improvement. However, an individual in this range would usually like to move
to a higher level by making some life changes.
15 – 19: Slightly below average in life satisfaction
People who score in this range usually have small but significant problems in
several areas of their lives, or have many areas that are doing fine but one area
that represents a substantial problem for them. If a person has moved temporarily into this level of life satisfaction from a higher level because of some recent event, things will usually improve over time and satisfaction will generally
move back up. On the other hand, if a person is chronically slightly dissatisfied
with many areas of life, some changes might be in order. Sometimes the person
is simply expecting too much, and sometimes life changes are needed. Thus,
although temporary dissatisfaction is common and normal, a chronic level of
dissatisfaction across a number of areas of life calls for reflection. Some people
can gain motivation from a small level dissatisfaction, but often dissatisfaction
across a number of life domains is a distraction, and unpleasant as well.
10 – 14: Dissatisfied
People who score in this range are substantially dissatisfied with their lives.
People in this range may have a number of domains that are not going well, or
one or two domains that are doing very badly. If life dissatisfaction is a response
to a recent event such as bereavement, divorce, or a significant problem at work,
the person will probably return over time to his or her former level of higher
satisfaction. However, if low levels of life satisfaction have been chronic for the
person, some changes are in order—both in attitudes and patterns of thinking,
and probably in life activities as well. Low levels of life satisfaction in this range,
if they persist, can indicate that things are going badly and life alterations are
needed. Furthermore, a person with low life satisfaction in this range is sometimes not functioning well because their unhappiness serves as a distraction.
Talking to a friend, member of the clergy, counselor, or other specialist can often help the person get moving in the right direction, although positive change
will be up to the person.
5 – 9: Extremely Dissatisfied
Individuals who score in this range are usually extremely unhappy with
their current life. In some cases this is in reaction to some recent bad event such
as widowhood or unemployment. In other cases, it is a response to a chronic
problem such as alcoholism or addiction. In yet other cases the extreme dissatisfaction is a reaction due to something bad in life such as recently having lost a
loved one. However, dissatisfaction at this level is often due to dissatisfaction in
multiple areas of life. Whatever the reason for the low level of life satisfaction, it
may be that the help of others are needed—a friend or family member, counseling with a member of the clergy, or help from a psychologist or other counselor.
If the dissatisfaction is chronic, the person needs to change, and often others
can help. n
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Living with Toxic Black Mold
One Family’s Story

J

By Pam Teel

ennifer and her husband Rob were the typical American family living on the
east coast in an apartment with their five-year-old son. Rob worked as a Project
Manager and Jen was a certified Reiki trainer. Both were pulling in income so
that one day they could own their own home, but something went terribly wrong
along the way. That something was an unseen toxin that was hiding behind the
moist walls of the apartment they were renting and under the rugs throughout the
home. There was nothing visible at the time, nothing that they would have even
thought of as a concern.
As the months went by, Jen and her family started to feel sick. They were developing symptoms that just wouldn’t go away. There were countless trips to the
doctor’s office for itchy throats, runny noses, watery eyes and coughing; all passed
off as the common cold. It wasn’t until almost a year of breathing in the toxic spores
did they realize that there was
more to their sicknesses than
just the common cold. Rob was
the first to get really sick. He was
dizzy, nauseous and developed
upper respiratory congestion
so bad that he started to miss
many days of work. Constant
trips to the doctor resulted in
more prescriptions for antibiotics. Not soon after, their son
woke up gasping for air. It was
when he was rushed to the hospital in the middle of the night
and thoroughly examined, did
the couple really find out what was making them so sick. They were all exhibiting
symptoms of toxic black mold.
Mold can invade the human system and result in a number of allergies, especially if someone has an overly sensitive immune system. The mold develops
hyphae, which are small spores containing appendages. When you inhale the air
containing these spores it can lead to a number of allergic reactions. If a person
already suffers from asthma, the mold allergy can trigger off asthmatic symptoms
like wheezing, coughing and shortness of breath. A person can also be subject
to food allergies and stomach ulcers when exposed for a long time to mold. The
toxins released by the mold can enter the body through the skin and cause skin
rashes. Black mold poisoning can also cause rashes, hives, and skin inflammation.
Mycotoxins present in black mold when breathed or ingested can make their way
to a person’s blood stream and cause circulatory disorders.
Black mold can cause developmental impairment and birth defects in pregnant women if the fetus is exposed to the toxins during pregnancy. The longer you
go undiagnosed and untreated, the mold will continue to grow inside your body
making you sicker each passing day. As it continues to grow, it produces these
Mycotoxin poisons.
There are many different types of mold and different molds produce different
toxins. People can suffer a whole wide range of symptoms. People remaining in
a mold contaminated environment for an extended period of time can develop
symptoms that include constant headaches, nose bleeds, constant fatigue, breathing disorders, nausea, diarrhea, vomiting, loss of appetite, skin rashes, memory
loss, swollen glands, sudden asthma attacks, pain in the liver, bad taste in mouth,
hair loss, hearing loss, ringing in ears, vision troubles, ear infections, pain, chronic bronchitis, muscle and joint pain, to name a few. Late stage symptoms due to

80% of the Damage
to Your Home Is Caused
by Poor Drainage!

Affordable Low Impact Solutions
for All Your Drainage Problems!
Prevent:
• Damage to your foundation/
home
• Damage to your landscape
• Damages to your paver
patios/walks
• Soggy, unusable areas of
your property
reduce:
• Water in basement/home • Mosquito infestation
• Lawn damage • Mold

Protect Your Home and Yard todaY!

DrAInAge
and

More…

Call for your free estimate today

732-956-4202
For more info about how we can help, go to:

drainageandmore.com

continued on page 53
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CENTRAL
LOCATION

Free Review of Your Business
and Personal Tax Returns

SIMON & DEITZ,

LLC, CPA’S

42 EAST MAIN STREET • Suite 204 • FREEHOLD, NJ 07728
Expert Business and Personal Tax Preparation

PHONE: (732) 780-3665 • FAX: (732) 780-4402
E-File
Provider

deitzfreeholdcpa@gmail.com
www.kendeitzcpa.com

How Strong Is Your Family?

C

By Susan Heckler

ultural changes have transformed the typical family. More single parent
families, more grandparents picking up the slack of busy or missing parents. Growing pressures conspire against keeping families strong; two income families took Mom away from the home. The whole family is plugged in to
the Internet and electronics; the art of conversation is lost to texting and meals on
the fly. There are so many distractions and disruptions in our day to day lives that
it can be difficult to keep in mind that we are just one part of a whole…the whole
being your family.
One goal that is especially important to many is to keep their family strong.
The Search Institute has come up with a framework to help do just that. The five
themes are:
• Nurturing Relationships—healthy relationships begin and grow as we share
emotions, show we care, and share interests.
• Establishing Routines—shared routines, traditions, and activities give a dependable rhythm to family life.
• Maintaining Expectations—expectations make it clear how each person
participates in and contributes to family life. Shared expectations require talking
about tough topics.
• Adapting to Challenge—every family faces challenges, large and small. The
ways families face and adapt to those changes together help them through the ups
and downs of life.
• Connecting to Community—community connections, relationships, and
participation sustain, shape, and enrich how families live their lives together
It may be time to reassess your goals and incorporate these themes into your
home to strengthen your family for the betterment of all concerned. n
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Bill Would Allows Drivers
to Shine Light on
Road Hazards and Speed Traps

I

f you have ever been rolling a little too fast on the interstate and an oncoming
driver flashed the high-beams as a warning, you may be surprised to learn that
driver was risking a costly traffic ticket of their own.
“In New Jersey, drivers who flashed their lights to warn others have been cited and fined for ‘improper use of multiple beam headlights.’ That is a troubling
fact, because this is a form of communication that should be constitutionally
protected,” said Assemblyman Ron Dancer, R-Ocean, Burlington, Middlesex and
Monmouth.
Dancer is the sponsor of legislation, A-2922, that clarifies that it is permissible
to utilize motor vehicle headlights to warn oncoming traffic of certain road conditions.
“If law enforcement is using radar to combat excessive speed, a motorist who
flashes the lights is having a positive impact, helping to slow the flow of traffic
and improve road safety. However, if tickets are being issued for blinking the
lights, frankly, that is an overly aggressive tactic to preserve the flow of easy money
from speed traps,” said Dancer. “The goal should be safe roads and highways, not a
money-grab for municipal treasuries.”
Dancer said in addition to flashing their lights to expose radar, drivers may also
toggle their high-beams to warn of accidents, stopped traffic, deer crossings, obstructions in the roadway, and ice or other hazardous road conditions.
“When headlights are flashing, it is a sign to slow down and be alert. It could
save a person from a speeding fine, and it could prevent an accident or save a life.
Drivers in New Jersey should be confident when they are looking out for each other that they will not be pulled over and presented with a summons to municipal
court,” said Dancer.
The Assemblyman noted a recent ruling by a federal judge in a case of a Missouri man who had received a ticket, with a standard fine of $1,000, for using highbeams to tip-off drivers to a police radar deployment.
The judge in that case issued a temporary injunction ordering the Ellisville
Police to halt their policy of stopping drivers who blink their lights.
“When you come down to it, this is a free speech issue. Common sense tells us
a person should be able to look out for others and warn them of hidden dangers,”
Dancer said. n
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NEW THIS FALL 2014

PHYSICIAN PROFILES
Reach 225,000 Readers
in Monmouth County
A comprehensive medical resource
for health-conscious readers within

Monmouth County’s Ask the Doctor Magazine
and online at
www.monmouthcountysaskthedoctor.com
For advertising information, call

732-995-3456

“I have not had many
opportunities or choices
to share my knowledge,
services and specialties
with Monmouth County
residents. Now I do.”

Rally in the Alley for Vasulitis
continued from page 31
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in need even if they have never met that person before. I’m asking people to advertise
their businesses and come bowl and have fun for 3 hours because that will make a
difference in helping someone with Vasculitis. I take this very personal because Miss
Tiff has helped me grow as a dancer and I am forever in her debt. She gave me a purpose in my dancing and a future to look forward to, and I would like to do the same
for her.” After graduating from Allentown High School, Erika will be continuing her
training as a Jazz-Contemporary Trainee at the Joffrey Ballet School.
This past December the studio held a performance fundraiser to help bring
awareness to this rare disease. By learning more about the disease on the Vasculitis
Foundation Website, Erika noticed another fundraiser that the foundation holds
every May called, “Rally in the Alley,” which is held in Bowling Centers all over the
United States. The owners of the Bowling Centers generously donate their lanes
for this event to help raise friends and funds for the Vasculitis Foundation (you
can find out more information about Vasculitis on their website at www.vasculitisfoundation.com). This foundation is the only international organization for
patients with vasculitis. It helps to educate patients and families about the disease,
spread awareness of the disease to the general public and medical community and
helps fund research to determine the cause, develop more treatments, and hopefully one day to discover a cure. It just so happens that Erika works in a bowling
alley in Manalapan. The owner was extremely generous and helpful in helping her
set up the Rally in the Alley, which will be held on May 18th from 6-9 pm. Miss
Tiff will be there helping to make people aware of the disease and talking about
her personal experience with it. Why not make it a family event? You get to spend
three hours bonding with your family, your children, co-workers, friends, neighbors, etc., having fun bowling and raising money for a worthwhile cause.
You can contact Erika Citron for advanced tickets at egcitron@gmail.com.
Can’t make it but still want to make a donation? All checks can be made out to the
Vasculitis Foundation, P.O. Box 28660, Kansas City, Missouri 64188. n

Living with Toxic Black Mold
continued from page 49

overexposure include blindness, brain damage, anaphylaxis, memory loss, bleeding
lungs, cancer and even death.
Unfortunately for Jen and her family, the physical damage was already done to all
of them. Both Jen and her husband suffer greatly from upper respiratory infections,
headaches, dizziness, and other related symptoms. Their son has been rushed to the
hospital more than three times in the past year alone. The latest trip to the emergency
room was in March when he developed an infection in his body and broke out in
rashes all over. He has developed such a sensitivity to mold spores that he can only
wear 100 per cent cotton clothes. His mom has to make sure that any hand me down
clothes were not stored in an attic or anywhere where mold could have grown. He
has also developed food allergies due to the black mold and has been put on a strict
diet. He’s not the healthy child he once was. He is seven years old now, thin stature
and he can fit into a size 2T in pants.
If that wasn’t bad enough, Rob lost his job as a Project Manager because his illness
occasionally kept him out of work. The family moved to the Midwest on a promise of
employment for Rob but when they got there, the job fell through. Jenn and Rob and
their son have been living out of their suitcases trying to find a suitable apartment
that is mold free to live in. Rob has been looking for work but so far has not found
anything. Jen has applied to charitable housing and food stamps and both processes were held up pending an investigation to make sure they were still not getting
anything from the state they moved from. They are now living on the generosity of
friend’s donations and those willing to help them to at least procure a roof over their
heads for another month until Rob finds employment or they get into a charitable
housing program. The other problem is that they can’t move back into a home that
contains mold due to their sensitivity to the mold spores. It’s not easy trying to find
an affordable apartment that is mold free.

They are in so much debt from the hospital bills from their son’s emergencies
because Rob lost his insurance when he was let go, but they are both willing to work
to pay their bills. What makes things even worse is that their son has seven cavities
and needs a dentist. His teeth literally split in half because of all the medications he
had to take. Jenn is having a hard time finding a dentist who will help them. Not all
take on charity cases. Rob was a project manager and a very good one. He just needs
a chance to get back on his feet to support his family. If you know of anyone who can
help him find employment, please contact this writer through the paper.
If you think this can’t happen to you, think again. Toxic black mold is a silent killer. If you are thinking of moving into a house or apartment, it would be wise to have
your home tested first for mold. There are mold testing kits available to test for mold
spores and there are also companies out there who specialize in toxic mold who have
more advanced equipment to check the home or apartment more thoroughly. It is
especially important for people renting to have the apartment tested before you sign
a lease. Remember that lease that you sign can clear the owner of any future liabilities
or health issues, even those related to toxic mold.
Please keep in mind, there are many different types of mold and they are found
everywhere; some not so threatening to one’s health, other’s potentially deadly if in
constant contact. A telltale symptom of mold in a home is an earthy musty odor especially around wet areas like a bathroom, faucets, air conditioners, shower curtains
and basement storage (think of a musty old hotel room smell). Look for black, white,
gray, yellow or green growth that looks like cotton or velvet.
Black mold is generally green and black in appearance and may appear uneven or
blotchy on surfaces. It is dangerous and must be removed or it can cause long-term
physical damage. When going to rent or buy, look for signs of water damage. Look for
warped containers, cabinets, and warped floors. Look for water spots on the drywall.
Chances are if it was once wet, there could be some degree of mold still growing. You
might see it on the walls or around the bathtub, but it can go unnoticed behind the
walls and tiles.
continued on page 58
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Celebrating New Egypt

Annual New Egypt Day
Is May 10

T

he annual New Egypt Day has been scheduled from 1 am to 4pm. Festivities
will be split between Oakford Lake Park and the Presbyterian Church grounds
on Front Street.
The event promises to have plenty of great things to do for folks of all ages.
Great food, music and lots of vendors will be on hand Kid’s activities include face
painting, pony rides, inflatables, petting zoo and a tractor-pulled wagon. n

Affordable Family Entertainment
Every
Saturday
through
September

$3 off

(weather permitting)

with this ad

720 Route 539, New Egypt
609-758-1900 • www.newegyptspeedway.net

Community Yard Sale
Sat., May 17 from 8 am to 1 pm.
Jensen’s Deep Run Community Center
20 Longview Trail, Cream Ridge, NJ
Coffee, donuts, hot dogs & soda reasonably priced. Our entrance is on
Route 537, opposite Cream Ridge Pet Care Center. Proceed to stop sign;
clubhouse is on the right.
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The ABCs of Fruits and Vegetables
By Pam Teel

Y

ou have always heard that fruits and vegetables
are good for your health, but did you ever really
know why? Hopefully this article will help to
break down the reasons for you, but keep in mind, the
healthiest fruits and vegetables that you can buy now a
days are Certified Organic, which means that they are
free of pesticides and free of GMO’s. Here is a list of A
B C‘s for you to ponder over and think about in a different way the next time you plan dinner.
Artichokes
One of the oldest cultivated plants, the artichoke is
native to southern Europe, North Africa, and the Canary islands. This is a large herbaceous perennial. The
leaves contain a primary compound known as cynarin,
which is said to improve liver and gall bladder function and it lowers serum cholesterol. As a traditional
medicine, artichoke is also used for jaundice, hepatitis,
arteriosclerosis, and symptoms of diabetes. The leaf increases bile production, protects the liver, reduces cholesterol, promotes urination, and stimulates appetite.
Avocado
Avocados aid in regulating and stabilizing blood sugar. They contain lutein that is necessary to protect you
from age related degeneration. It provides oleic acid,

which improves the cardiovascular system. It also contains folic acid to control homosysteine levels. It contains antioxidant “Glutathione” which boosts the body
system. It can also aid in weight loss because it contains
more fiber than any other food and makes you feel full
faster making you eat less. Did you know that an avocado contains 35% more potassium than a banana?
Almonds
The health benefits of almonds include helping to
lower the risk of heart attacks. It helps lower bad cholesterol, protects the artery wall from damage. Helps builds
strong teeth and bones and aids weight loss. It provides
healthy fats, lowers the rise in blood sugar and insulin
after meals. It helps provide good brain function, nourishes the nervous system and alkalizes the body.
Bananas
Here’s something you might not have known. Don’t
throw out that spotted banana; there are healthy benefits to yellow bananas with dark patches on them. The
fully ripe banana produces a substance called TNF,
which has the ability to combat abnormal cells. As the
banana ripens, it develops dark spots or patches on the
skin. The more dark patches it has, the higher will be its
immunity enhancement quality. Bananas, containing

TNF, have anti-cancer properties. The degree of anti-cancer effect corresponds to the degree of ripeness
of the fruit, i.e. the riper the banana, the better the anti-cancer quality. The recommendation is to eat 1 to 2
bananas a day to increase your body’s immunity to illnesses such as a cold, flu and others. Bananas are also
a good source of potassium and iron. They help with
weight loss, blood pressure, constipation, brain power,
anemia, morning sickness, heartburn and yes, even
hangovers by making a banana and honey milkshake,
it can help calm your stomach. It builds up depleted blood sugar levels while the milk rehydrates your
body. Also rubbing a mosquito bite with the inside of a
banana peel can help reduce itching and swelling.
Beets
Beets provide an excellent source of folates. They
contain a significant amount of fiber, manganese and
potassium. Beet greens are an excellent source of calcium, iron and vitamins A & C. Beets stimulate liver
function, reduce cholesterol, is a natural colon cleanser, and contains betacyaninis, which counteracts cancer. Beets are an immune booster. Nicknamed, Natures
Viagra, it also contains polysaccharides for digestive
tract health. It is possible to purchase beet greens
continued on page 60

Buon Appetito!

F

rom the small town of Monte Di Procida, Italy, two families left their fishing poles and nets and took up pizza paddles. A father,
two sons and a son-in-law set out on a journey to provide a taste of true authentic Italian food. Twenty-eight years later, the dream lives on in
Italian Villa. We have recreated old family dishes, served in a rustic atmosphere with traditional red checkered tablecloths. The freshest food,
along with love and passion, are the main ingredients in all our made-to-order dishes. And be sure to leave room for our homemade desserts!
Biagio Scotto, Owner/Chef • Raffaela Scotto, Owner/Pastry Chef • Lucia & Ciro Scott, Daughter & Son

2 Large
16" Plain Pies

Italian Family Restaurant
445 Pinehurst Road (Rt. 539), Cream Ridge • 609-758-1005

$17.99

With this coupon. Take out only.
Expires 5/31/14.
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Open 7 Days: Mon-Sat 11am-10pm, Sun 12-9pm
Reservations recommended on weekends

Dine-in, Take-out or Delivery • Catering Available • BYOB
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Pasta Made Fresh
In-House
Daily Soup Special
Homemade
Cheesecake

With this ad. Expires 6/15/14. Mention
that you saw this in The Millstone Times.

With this ad.
Expires 6/15/14.
Mention that you
saw this in The
Millstone Times.

Dear CREE-MEE FREEZE Customers,
In mid January this year we were informed that we would no longer have the lease at our original
location in Millstone. Due to the unfortunate timing of this we were unable to properly inform all of our
loyal and longtime customers. We apologize for all the confusion and inconvenience this has caused.
Rest assured we are more than ready to accommodate all of you at our conveniently located
Manalapan location 2.8 miles east on Route 33 from our original Millstone location. We built this store
with this moment in mind, with more seating, more parking and 3 service windows to serve all of
you to the best of our ability like we have for over the past 20 years.
From our family to yours we say thank you for all your loyal support and look forward to keeping this
ice cream tradition going for many more years!

Come visit us at 337 Highway 33 East in Manalapan!
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RJW Hamilton

Living with Toxic Black Mold

R.N., C.P.H.Q executive director, Disease-Specific Care Certification,
The Joint Commission.
Over the course of the year, hundreds of surveys are sent to RWJ
Hamilton’s orthopedic patients following their hospital stay by a
third-party (Press Ganey, the leading patient satisfaction organization in the U.S.); those results are reported to the hospital for constant
monitoring. In 2012 and 2013, the hospital’s orthopedic unit ranked
in the 95th percentile of hospitals nationwide.
“RWJ Hamilton has designed an orthopedic program that provides university-level care in a community hospital setting,” says
Sayles. “Having managed surgical programs in multiple academic
medical centers; I can tell you, that’s not easy to achieve.”
For more information about the Center for Orthopedic & Spine
Health contact 877-700-0531 or visit www.rwjhamilton.org/ortho. n

There are some precautionary ways you can control toxic mold. Moisture is one of the most
important factors when it comes to mold growth. Keep a check on humidity levels within your
home. Check for water leaks in pipes, roofs, and condensation problems. Make sure that air
conditioners, HVAC systems, air/ventilation ducts are clean as the mold that forms in these
systems generally go unnoticed.
Check bathrooms for mold formations and growth. Venting fans in bathrooms can help in
keeping it clean and dry. Use air purifiers throughout your home, they cut down the amount of
mold spores. Use bleach water to clean mold in a small space. Use spray-on anti-mold products.
Pick up rugs in a house to check for any moisture under it. Call a professional to come in and inspect a home or apartment you are interested in renting or purchasing. The cost of hiring a professional to check for mold might be worth it considering how sick deadly mold can make you.
Jen and Rob had no idea when they were signing their lease that there was deadly black mold
lurking beneath the surface; a mold that would affect everyone in their family, making them so
sick that they couldn’t function normally and causing a downward spiral of their finances and
lives. Their hope is to enlighten anyone thinking about renting an apartment or a buying a home
to hire a mold inspector first, despite what the home owner might otherwise tell you. Once you
sign a lease, you are bound to that lease. Imagine having to continue to pay for an apartment that
is literally making you sick and having to foot the bill for another place to live in that is mold
free. It doesn’t seem fair but that is what they had to do.
This couples advice to you, “Be sure your new place is mold free before you sign any lease.
Even if you don’t see any mold around the premises, it’s wise to hire a professional to investigate
first, no matter what the cost. It could literally save your lives in the long run.”
There was no telling what would have happened to this family if the doctors in the hospital
didn’t thoroughly examine their son that day, running extra tests specifically for mild spores. The
results of that examination probably saved all of their lives. Please say a prayer for Jen and her
family that soon they will see better days! n

continued from page 10

continued from page 53

Walter Cucciniello of
Marlboro is seen by
orthopedic nurse Melrose
Tan, RN, BSN, after having
hip replacement surgery
at Robert Wood Johnson
University Hospital
Hamilton’s Center for
Orthopedic & Spine Health.

Mother’s Day
Family Style Special
Complimentary Mamma Luchento’s
Pastry Dessert with Any Entrée
Please bring in this coupon to redeem at any time.
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taSte of MexiCo
Authentic Mexican Dishes

Call Now for
SpriNg CateriNg
Communions • Confirmations
Graduations
All Other Special Events

Burritos Beef or Chicken
with Rice & Beans
Tosados
Quesadillas
Chips and Salsa on Tables
Free Novelties for Children!

Full catering on and off premises
Complete catering set up
Servers and bartenders provided upon request

www.TheMillstoneTimes.com
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Be a Guest at Your Own Party

of Spargo’s Grille

Corporate Picnics • Weddings
Bar & Bat Mitzvahs • Graduations
House Parties • Backyard BBQs
Best Prices on Rentals!
Tents • Tables • Chairs • Margarita Machines • Full Staffing

ABCs of Food
continued from page 56

separate at the supermarket. If you never tried it, it makes a great side dish. Simply
boil beet greens until tender, then sauté in pan with garlic and olive oil and season
to taste.
Broccoli
Broccoli helps to lower the risk of cancer development. It promotes healthy
eyes and improves the immune system. It promotes stronger bones and helps fight
heart disease and diabetes. It helps in relief from colds and helps regulate blood
pressure. It also helps to maintain optimal brain function.
Cucumbers
Cucumbers help to relieve joint pain (arthritis and gout). They help to reduce
cholesterol, aid in weight loss and promote digestion. They prevent headaches,
help to fight off cancer, rehydrate and de-mineralize the body. They contain high
silica, which can give you more vibrant silkier hair. They help to cure diabetes and
control blood pressure.
Cilantro
Cilantro is an all around amazing detox herb that helps in toxic metal cleansing
of the body. It helps prevent cardiovascular damage and helps fight diabetes. It has
strong antioxidant activity. It possesses anti-anxiety effects and it helps improve
sleep. It helps to lower blood sugar, has an anti-bacterial and anti fungal activity
and is a natural internal deodorant.
Cranberries
Cranberries help to rid infections in the urinary tract. They assist in kidney
problems, are full of vitamin C, help lower bad cholesterol, helps to fight off cancer,
helps to prevent dental problems, improves mental health, relieves skin conditions,
high in antioxidants and are great for the respiratory system.

BaRBecues staRtiNg at $24.95
130 Route 33 West, Manalapan, NJ

732-294-9921
www.spargosgrille.com

w American Cuisine
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Chocolate
There are actual benefits that come from eating chocolate. Eating moderate
amounts of chocolate can lower your risk of heart failure, particularly if you are an
older woman. The flavonoids can help lower your blood pressure and cholesterol
levels, improve your blood flow to the brain and heart and lower your risk for a
blood clot. Eating dark chocolate is actually good for your skin. The type of antioxidants called flavonoids found in dark chocolate offer some protection from UV
damage from the sun.
Statistics show that more and more people are getting back to the basics of
growing their own fruits and vegetables in their own gardens in an effort to
stay healthy. If you are purchasing seedlings and plants from local businesses like
Home Depot and Lowes, check first to make sure that these products are not GMO
seedlings and plants that you are taking home and putting in your garden, as they
will contaminate the soil and kill off all other non-gmo plants. A good place to
start for non-GMO seedlings is the John Sheepers catalog. You can obtain a free
catalog on their website. n

C e l e b r at i n g …
Cinco de Mayo

Friday, May 2 & Saturday, May 3
Drink & Chef Specials

Kentucky Derby
Saturday, May 3

Mint Julep Special @ $5

Mother’s Day

Sunday, May 11
Brunch Seatings at 10am & 12noon
Adults – $21.99+tax Children – $10.99+tax
Dinner Served from 4-8pm
Chef ’s Specials & Regular Menu Available

Open for Lunch 7 Days a Week
Mother’s Day Special Brunch
Your mom will receive a $10 gift card!
(Mention you saw this ad in The Millstone Times.)

Now Offering
Gluten Free
Pizza, Pasta, Salads
and More!

Par k 33
RE S TAU R AN T

•

B A R

•

Free Delivery, 11am-1pm, Monday-Friday

B A N Q U E TS

$2 OFF
732-761-1300
618 Park Ave. (Rt. 33) • Freehold • www.Park33.com

$10 OFF

LUNCH

Dinner Purchase
of $50 or More

With this ad. Not valid with any
other offers. Expires 5/31/14.

With this ad. Not valid with any
other offers. Expires 5/31/14.
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Patio
Now oPeN
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S H O P AT H O M E A N D S AV E – W E C O M E TO YO U !

GOING
ON
NOW!

CLEARANCE!

CARPETING

49

$

INSTALLATION
OF ANY CARPET

LAMINATE, VINYL & TILE

FREE Measuring & Premium Padding! FREE Furniture Moving*

SHOP AT HOME & SAVE! HUGE SELECTION!

TRADITIONAL
STRAIGHT STITCH

10 YEAR WARRANTY!
Reg. $3.28/sq ft......SALE $2.87/sq ft

10 YEAR WARRANTY!
Reg. $3.13/sq ft......SALE $2.73/sq ft

SALT AND PEPPER
TRENDY COLORS

QUALITY DESIGNER
BERBERS

BABBER POLE TWIST
Reg. $3.73/sq ft......SALE $3.19/sq ft

10 YEAR WARRANTY!
Reg. $3.26/sq ft......SALE $2.85/sq ft

MUCH, MUCH MORE!
HUGE SELECTION!

MUCH, MUCH MORE!
HUGE SELECTION!

INSTALLED!

Floor prep may be additional.
Reg. $3.62 sq. ft.

Armstrong®
Alterna
Luxury Tile
Over 40 colors.

6

99
sq. ft.

INSTALLED!

$7.99 sq. ft. with grout
Floor prep may be additional.
Reg. $7.55 sq. ft.

T

PLUSH SAXONY

3

33
sq. ft.

Reg. $5.31 sq. ft.

Congoleum®
AirStep Plus
Vinyl Flooring
with Scotchgard

4

Bruce® Ascot Chestnut

Exotic Taun

3 1/2” Solid Hardwood Flooring
Available in 3 colors

2 1/4” Solid Oak Flooring
25 Year Warranty

6

7

53
sq. ft.
INSTALLED!

Floor prep may be additional.
Cannot be combined with any other offers.

29
sq. ft.

39
sq. ft.
INSTALLED!

Floor prep may be additional.
Cannot be combined with any other offers.

INSTALLED!

E ST
IL A
H SL
W LIE
PP

10 YEAR WARRANTY!
Reg. $2.71/sq ft......SALE $2.37/sq ft

10 YEAR WARRANTY!
Reg. $2.98/sq ft......SALE $2.61/sq ft

FROM

INSTALLED!

Floor prep may be additional.

SU

QUALITY MULTI-TONES

Multiple patterns
to choose from

E S
IL A
H SL
W LIE
PP

SUPER STAIN RESISTANT
LEVEL LOOP

Mannington®
Vinyl Flooring

4

89
sq. ft.

E ST
IL A
H SL
W LIE
PP

BERBERS
- OVER 500 STYLES -

Floor prep may be additional.

• Available in 6 colors
• 20 Year Warranty

SU

GREAT VALUES
- VARIOUS STYLES -

INSTALLED!

SU

Reg. $2.77 sq. ft.

2

99
sq. ft.

Quick Step®
Laminate
Flooring

E ST
IL A
H SL
W LIE
PP

Endurance
Vinyl Plank by
Congoleum®

SU

T

E S
IL A
H SL
W LIE
PP

2

Reg. $3.22 sq. ft.

The first step is choosing the
right flooring from our huge
selection. The next step is having
it installed by a professional.
Our prices include consultation,
delivery and installation. We will
even move the furniture!*

Smart Carpet offers a wide variety of
affordable pet-friendly flooring options
that look great and provide a durable
surface for you and your best friends.

SU

2

FROM

37
sq. ft.

Need Hardwood Flooring?
Installed? Breathe easy.

Carpet and flooring
for your best friends.

• 4” W x 36” L Planks
• 12 Year Warranty
• Chestnut Color

82
sq. ft.

HARDWOOD

SHOP AT HOME & SAVE! HUGE SELECTION!

At Smart Carpet, we offer a
wide variety of tasteful carpeting
options that stand the test of time
and suit your budget. For carpets
that you can truly live on, call us
today for a free consultation.

Includes Premium Padding
5 Year Warranty

SmartCarpet.com • NYCHIC#1442735
NJHIC#13VH01833100 • PAHIC# PA087742

WE DELIVER! WE INSTALL!
WE WARRANTY YOUR INSTALLATION!

Carpets you can live on.

Quality
Designer Berbers

1.800.526.RUGS (7847)

INCLUDES INSTALLATION!

One Room or Whole House!
Custom labor may be additional

Exceptional Durability
Lifetime Warranty

CALL 7 DAYS
FOR A FREE
ESTIMATE!
Evening and
Weekend
Appointments
Available!

Floor prep may be additional.
Reg. $4.66 sq. ft.

DuraCeramic®
Fresco Tile
• Lifelong warranty
against fade, stain
and wear out.

5

89
sq. ft.

INSTALLED!

$6.89 sq. ft. with grout
Floor prep may be additional.
Reg. $6.28 sq. ft.

Intellawood Platinum
Gunstock Oak

Brazilian Cherry
2 1/4” Wide
Solid Wood Flooring

2 1/4” or 3 1/4”
Solid Wood Flooring

6

7

99
sq. ft.

INSTALLED!

39
sq. ft.
INSTALLED!

Floor prep may be additional.
Cannot be combined with any other offers.

Floor prep may be additional.
Cannot be combined with any other offers.

Flooring for how you live. That’s shopping smart. Call today for a FREE Estimate.

250 OFF

$

ANY
CARPET PURCHASE

200 OFF

$

12 MONTHS Special Financing Available*
On purchases made wiith your SMART
Carpet Credit Card! APPLY TODAY!

ANY INSTALLED
HARDWOOD FLOORING 250 UP TO 449 SQ FT

600 SQ. FT. - 1,499 SQ. FT.
Coupon not to be combined with any other coupons, offers or third
party discounts. Minimum square footage must be of the same carpet
quality. Colors may vary. Coupon must be presented at time of the
sale. Cannot be presented at time of installation. Excludes all prior
sales & contracts. Expires 5/31/14.

©Copyright 2014 Smart Carpet Inc. Sale ends one week from publication date. Excludes prior sales. *On approved credit. 25% down and minimum purchase of $500 on financed orders only. Financing provided by GE Capital. Finance
charges accrue on the purchase from the date of installation. IF THE SALES PRICE IS PAID IN FULL BY PROMOTION EXPIRATION DATE, NO FINANCE CHARGES WILL BE OWED ON THE PURCHASE. Otherwise, all accrued finance charges
will be owed. Minimum monthly payment required. Within the United States: Standard APR 29.99, minimum monthly finance charge $2.00. See SMART Carpet Representative for details. Excludes prior sales & current contracts. Not to
be combined with any other coupons, offers or third party discounts. **G.D. is for glued down applications. Floor prep additional (if needed). Free furniture moving does not include pool tables, pianos, electronics or furniture requiring
disassembly. Small fee for service available. †Your savings may vary.

Coupon not to be combined with any other coupons, offers or third
party discounts. Minimum square footage must be of the same carpet
quality. Colors may vary. Coupon must be presented at time of the
sale. Cannot be presented at time of installation. Excludes all prior
sales & contracts. Expires 5/31/14.
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